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ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

(

AObmiitmctt*.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.
ICRW ADVRKTHRMKNTM THIS

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK
ELLSWORTH, MAINE
ORGANIZATION
Prudent is the firm

individual

or

WEEK

who

cock

sympathy.
Lizzie E., wife of Bloomfield Moon, died
yesterday at her borne on Bchool street,
after an illness of only a few days of

*•

studies organization. It makes for success
to understand its functions and develop its
possibilities. A checking account is always
essential. Make the Burrill National Bank
your

orty-seven
years of age. She was a daughter of the
late Lut hi r Smith of North Ben i, Burry.
She leaves besides her husband, four
daughters and one son.

George Mason—Oranges

CONDENSED TIME TABLE
WKBK DATS.

Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the west at
f.4i a. m., 4.*18 p. m.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the west at 11.18
a. m., 6 72 p. ra.

8HOW

AUTO
Pleasure Cars

Tnicks

AT BLLSWOBTH POSTOPPICH.

Million Dollar

Display

MAILS BBCBIVBD.

Exposition Building

FEBRUARY
Railroad Rates

Special

*0>cl Out. 2, •'<10

'•i

PORTLAND, MAINE

Week

19-24

Concert Afternoons and

Day«.

Evenings

MAILS CLOSB

Going Wbst—10.40
Going East—6.10

BURRILL

C. C.

—ICatabllstieil 1867-

Representing

of the

(hiding companies

Paper

Butter

of this

and foreign countries

Printed at

4am

Wert
Thurs
Fri

Bate
3un
Mon
Tues

I!e*t quality Red Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parch
ment paper, printed with especially-made butter-paper ink to comply
with new law. There is cheap* r paper on the market; none better

paper and

500 sheets
“

1000

“

3.00;

for tlit- return of

quar Brown’s black
Come and see the outeome in
■

“How Scraps Made Good"

j

THE ANNUAL ATHLETIC FAIR
|

at

Higgins Classical Institute
Cliarlenton

February, 22,

1917

Go U Music.

Beautiful Booths.
Lively Amusement.
FAIR opens at one; MUSICAL PROGRAM at three; SUPPER at five,

lively after-supper speakers; BASKETBALL <; AM E in Gym at seven, Higgins vs. Lee Normal; PLAY "How
craps Made Good" in Grange hall at
8.15 p. m.

Make this a real Alumni'
Day. Come and See the. SCHOOL in
session.

Everybody

Welcome.

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Twenty

Personal
or

Years' Experience.

attention to all detail*.
Telephone
inatl orders promptly altered to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth,
Me.

Telephone ira-3.

$2.75

“l jjj

Roy

j. Foster & Co.

68 State Straet, Boston
Correspondents of
Colemsn A Kelts*
New York sod
Philadelphia

CLOTHING
•“
position So uk the p<
ron!» “A?1 Nkh.
}■ »and
piece the name <
FrieJrt “iS,1**
or isiiswortn »x

Yicinitw
ness

<

*

pupuc

Jwtba
D.nt'
V*
leansinx
DAVID FRIEND
w

*iln
e

clothing bus
and inspect my line of salts sx
»•
yon money,
and Repairing Prompt)▼ Done.

Street,

dtn ^***°»‘ wko does not

Ellewort
odssrftee in

will
A

3—
—13
9—
19—

10—

lie

morning,
morning.

Please call

aa we

Licensed Far Boyer

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
«WTM CLEUMt
llrtnrWwt

Proprietors

Ellsworth. Me

B. HAGAN, Jr.
Civil Engineer,
Land Surveyor.
CsrrsmsadtKt SsUcItsU.
P. 0. Bo* 7

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

degiriU.

a

sociable at

Ma-

F. Goggins of
short

a

New York

vacation

with

is
his

below

and

zero

last

Man in

a

the

House,”

entire

an

female cast, but all the parts

by

will be taken

members of the

lodge,

should add to the interest of the

which

We
j commercially.
traps to Ireland and

n6w shipping rat
selling merchandise
to Bangor. The special sales in Ellsworth
last week turned the tallies on Bangor,
customers coming from there and saving
money by buying in El Is worth. And tbe
A
nun saw ratrat-traps? Oh. yes.
II. F. W,*oort’s
traps in the window
are

J

j

day, went in and bou rht
he was going
to ship to Ireland.
Hope they dodge the
German submarines, for they were nice
It isn’t very long ago that Ellstraps.
worth shipped several cases of heavy

store the other
half

a

dozen which he said

woolen socks

twenty-two

to

allies

in

France.

CITY MEETING,

Saturday

below

this

The young people of the Methodist
society will give a valentine party in the
vestry of the chnrcb Wednesday evening,
A variety proFeb. 14, at 7.30 o’clock.
gram will be presented and refreshments
served. The public is invited.

floods called for and delivered
Special attention to pan el poet work

IRA

for

M.,

Senator-elect Frederick Hale of Maine is
among the 3,600 Americana held up in
Faria by the new submarine campaign of
Germany. Appeal has been made to the
President, to afford them safe passage home.

Care of Fuller-Cobb Company
Rockland, Maine

H. B E5TEV ft CO..

A.

The E. B. Q. club of E. H. S. gave a
private dancing party at Society hall Friday evening, which was largely attended.
They have given several such parties, all
of which were very popular.

RAW FURS

State gireet.

farce, “Not

the

presented by Donaqu* lodge, K.
of P., at Odd Fellows
hall Thursday
evening. Feb. 22. This farce is written

iVcuiu

social event of the school year, will be
given at Hancock ball Friday evening,
Feb. 16.

Ellsworth Hardwood Co.

„M.

in

Addition to City Wharf Property Purchased—Rolls'of Accounts.
There was little business beside the
auditing and passing of rolls of accounts
af the regular meeting of the city government Monday evening.
Mayor Hagerthy
presided; aldermen present, Wescott,

(ward 2), Small.
Aid. Small, for the committee to which
was referred the matter of purchase of the
Austin wharf property, reported that the
Joseph Morrison has announced him- same had been purchased for £10, and the
self as a candidate for the democratic deed delivered. This was a small
piece
nomination for street commissioner at the
dividing the city wharf, and its acquirecoming municipal election.
ment gives the city an excellent wharf
“Government; Monarchist and Parlia- property.
be
of
fiev.
the subject
J.
The Bpecial committee on electric light
mentary,” will
W.
Tickle’s sermon at the Unitarian and water contract, appointed at the
church next Sunday morning.
January meeting, was granted further
Nlcolin grange will give a Valentine day time.
Rolls of accounts were passed as follows:
dance and supper at the grange ball in
$1,83196
North Ellsworth Wednesday evening, Roll of accounts No. 13.
Feb. 14. Higgins’ orchestra will play.
STBBBT COMMISSIONER'S BOLLS.
The reception by the senior class of the Highways.
$182 68
25 46
high school to the juniors, an annual Sidewalks.

at our office or address

ERNEST C. DAVIS,

is

R.

Taesuu.v

committee ol the
The February
Congregational 'church will meet with
Mrs. Harry W..Haynes to-morrow afternoon at 3 o’clock.

to

furs. Send them to u«
pay tbe full market value

next

social

He.

raw

28-

At tbe Baptist church Sunday morning,
the pastor will preach on: “Eye Hath Not
Seen,” and in the evening on: “Is Your
House Wired?”

White Birch, YeUow Birch,
Rock Maple, also R>plat\

We buy

The

80-

twenty-three

the -market' fot-

of stock.

will be

bonds
for appearance at
term of the supreme court.

parents, Mr. and Mrs. William Goggins.
Thermometers about town registered

WoodWanted
quality

was

He

furnished

large attendance

spending

Century Block

according

fair

.15

hall this evening. All Masons and
members of their families are invited.

George Mason

Prices,

April

The viasons will give

Now

Good

fair

fair
fair

sonic

Extra Fancy Oranges

are

snow.cloudy

installed

George

We

owner

pleaded not guilty, but was
adjudged guilty and sentenced to sixty
days in the Bangor work j til, and costs,
with fifteen days’ additional imprisonment in default of fine. He appealed, and
the store.

afternoon
fair

26—

j

LINCOLN'S

The senior class of the high school contemplates issuing a school paper this
year.' The editorial board as chosen by the
class is as follows: Katherine Brady,
editor-in-chief, Pan! Tapley, Milton
Barron, Koscoe Clement, Gertrude Dorgan,
assistant
Frances
Lowell,
editors;

Abraham Lincoln

Moore

208 18

PER8I8TENCE
the

exemplified

Hancock

of persistence.
bank deposits.

County Savings Bank

Ellsworth,

Maine

BIG TIMBERLAND DEAL.

COMING EVENTS
on

Wednesday evening, Feb. 7, at Masonic
ball—Sociable; all Masons and members

Union River Waters Sold.
A big deal in timberland property on
Union river waters has just been closed,
some 16,000 acres chanffinff hands and over
|100,000 beinff involved. The purchaser is
the Dead River Timberland Co. of Boston,
and the larffest interests in the land sold
were held by Dr. A. C. Hagerthy of Ellsworth, Dr. R. E. Hagerthy of Sedgwick
and Mrs. J. T. Giles of Ellsworth. The
deal was put through by Howard B.
Moor of Ellsworth, who has realized a
handsome commission.
The largest tracts of land included in
the purchase are in township 2 in Penobscot county, which is on the Buffalo, and
in the town of Aurora.
The transfer of this property w ill mean
extensive

operations

on

of their families invited.

Tuesday evening, Feb. 13, at Hancock
hall—Concert and ball nnder auspices
of the Dirivo club. Tickets, per couple,
including concert, dance and refreshments, 50 cents; extra ladies, 25 cents.
Wednesday evening, Feb. 14, at Methovestry—Valentine party; admission,

dist

10 cents.

Wednesday, Feb. 14, at Nicolin grange
ball, North Ellsworth-Dance and supper.
Dance tickets, 50 cents; supper, 35 cents.
Friday evening, Feb. 16,
hall

to

juniors.

Thursday evening, Feb. 22,

Union river next winter. The purchasers
have also secured dam rights on the river

Hancock

at

-Senior class, Ellsworth high school,

reception

the headwaters of

lows hall

—

Farce.

“Not

a

at Odd
Man

in

Felthe

members of Donadur.ng the House,” presented by
qua lodge, followed by a dance.
coming summer rebuild and repute dams
and camps, giving work to many men.
Feb. 22, 23 and 24 at Ellsworth, and Feb.
It is understood that some $15,000 will be 26, 27 and 28at Surry—Extension school in
laid out in this preparatory work.
“Poultry Husbandry.”
The company will operate primarily in
Friday evening, Feb. 23, at Court hall,
on
and
besides
the
pulp wood,
operations
230 Huntington avenue, Roston,at 8 o'clock
their own land, will furnish a market for i
—Bluehi’.l reunion. Subscription, 53cents.
pulp-wood to small owners of mnberlana j

tributaries,

and

on

and

will

evening, March 23, at Paul Reball. Mechanics bui .ing, Boston—
Ellsworth reunion.
Friday

the river.

The company has also acquired

ing

on

siding

land-

vere

snipping point for lumber at EllsFalls, just above the railroad bridge

or

worth

and

a

the west side of the river, where

a

taking the pulp-woo.1
from the river and loading on cars will be
put in. This piece of property was purchased a few years ago with just such an
object in view, and was really the determining factor in the dtal just closed. The
owners of this piece were Mrs. J. T. Giles,
A. W. King and Mr. Moor.
The operation here will mean much to
EllBworthand the up-river section of Hancock county.
and

plant

for

awjrrtiwmsmi,

I

BRIMMER’S BRIIXrK

Special City Meeting Next Monday
Evening to Cqnslder Rebuilding.
A special meeting ot the city government

will be

beld at 7.30 o’clock next

Monday evening, to consider tbe necessity of rebuilding Brimmer’s bridge. Tbe
bridge is in a dangerous condition for

PHARMACY
ELLSWORTH ME.

travel, and bas sunken so close to tbe
water level that it is predicted it will

surely

go out with tbe

spring

freshets.

We

At tbe request of tbe city government,
William H. Brown bas made a careful inspection of tbe bridge and an estimate of
tbe coat ot a new bridge. Tbe repair of
the present bridge is out of tbe question.
Mr. Brown estimates the cost of a new
wooden

bridge

|2,500.
contemplates

able till at eitberend

leaving

a

span ot

are now

offering

our

two

famous preparations

Parcher's Almond Cream
25 cents

Parcher’s Tooth Paste

at about

This estimate

a

consider-

20 cents

of the present b idge,

sixty-tbree

feet raised

a

safe distance above tbe water. Tbe channel of tbe river at this point is surprisingly
$814 00
Common schools.
deep, tbe bed of tbe river being thirty822 20
High school.
1,188 20 nine feet below tbe bottom of the present
bridge, which is leas than two feet above
Grand total.
$8,106 10
the water to-day.
aterial for the All at either end is convenient, and tbe work of hauling the rock
Dirigo Concert And Ball.
can be done now at
A concert and ball will be given at Han- from adjoining fields
cock hall next Tuesday evening, nnder considerable saving and without damage
an
the auspices of the Dirigo olub. The to the fields, hence the desirability ot
concert and the music for dancing will be early decision.
This is now a detour road, and the
by the B. E. N. trio of Bangor, which has
been beard so acceptably here on several bridge must be bnilt to withstand heavy
For this reason it is
The program is as follows: automobile traffic.
occasions.
hoped tbat State aid may be obtained tor
Allegro from Melodlsk Suite.Heine
the bridge.
In the Woodland.Ocki-Albi rebuilding
All interested are invited to attend tbe
Orientals
1.Cnl
Minuet in G i .Beethoven
special meeting ot the city government
TBACHBBS'

practical valne
by regular

Determine to achieve good financial results
Start an account with us.

stealing About Sixteen Thousand Acres

of

Whitcomb,
Ellsworth Falls, wnile the

snow

2—

12—

accused of

was

molasses from a team at
Haynes & Whitney’s store at

gallons

two

He

larceny.

forenoon

The stealing mik will he open three
nights a week -Tuesday, Thursday and
Sal uraay— and Saturday afternoon.

Special Sale

ALASKA MINES CORPORATION
for our (pedal letter outlining our
«(«one tor regarding it as oue of tha
*ttr*ctive investment opportunities

12—

professional photography.
Officers of Acadia chapter,

first choice.

in

m

2*—

14—

Mr9. Ida L. Sinclair went to Boston Saturday to attend tbe Kastman school of

Hight is going nut of business.

Bluehill,

12

24—

with

<

^

Capital, $100,000.
Surplus and Profits, $125,000.

Martin Phillips was arraigned in the
Ellsworth municipal coart Friday, charged

Midnight Tuesday,

presentation. A dance will follow the
play. Donaqua lodge is al«o preparing to
comedy
present “The Love Spell,” a
written by Roy C. Haines, with music.
street.
for
this
The
date
performance is anOfficers of Oonaqua lodge, K. of P., will
be installed this evening.
There will j nounced for Tuesday evening, May 1.
Ellsworth is certainly forging ahead
also be degree work.

Hats
Hats
untrimraed, from 25 cents to 98 cents.
trimmed, from 50 cents to |i.HO. Felts, velvets
all
in
this
sale
Straw
straws
included
and
hats will be much higher this coming season;
be prepared. Plumes, fancy feathers, flowers,
quills, veilings, chiffons, and nmlines way below cost. Burtons 0 c- nts per dozen Hair
No
switches all good hair, 9H cents to #1.50.
better bargains ever kn«wu in Ellsworth
Everything must go at once. Come and have
Mi nr

KLL8WORTH.

at

The woman’s clnb will meet next Toesday with Mrs. B. H. Johnson on Pine

Big Millinery Sale

$1000 Reward
lirifer.

half-pound size, $1.75

;

Hurting

postofflce half

Miss Agnes Houley, telephone operator,
is spending two weeks in Boston.
Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., will work
the iirst degree to-morrow evening.

printing:

pound size, $2.00

m.

Feb. 6. 1917.
| From obnervationa takeu at the power
station of the Bar Harbor A Union Kivei
Power Co., in fillsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours
ending at midnight.J
Weather
Precipconditions
itation
Temperature

The American Office

PRICE, icluding

IN

WKATHKK
P«»r W«**k

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
some

8.55 p

Registered mail should be at
an hour before mail closes.

SON

&

m; 5.60 pm.

a

a m;

to attain.

UNION TRUST COMPANY of Ellsworth

of

at

AT POSTOPTIOB

No. 6.

With these purposes ever before us, we
cordially invite YOUR account, with the
assurance of Safety and Satisfaction.

Next SuDday in the Methodist church,
10.30, sermon by tbe pastor. Subject,
At 11.45, Sunday
“Young People.”
school. At 7, young people’s meeting;
leader, Mona Young. At 7.30, evangelistic services. Good music at all tbe servcee.
The fourth quarterly conference
will be held in the vestry Friday, Feb.
16. All reports must be rendered at that
meeting. Tbe whole church is invited to
be present.

Fbom Wbst—6.41 am; 4.28 pm.
Fbom East—11.10 a m; 6.88 p m.

possible

it is

encampment Odd Felthis district will De held at
Bsr Harbor Friday, Feb. 16. Mt. Desert
encampment of Bar Harbor will work the
first two degrees in|tbe afternoon, a banquet will be served at 6.30, and Wivurna
encampment of Ellsworth will work the
royal purple degree in the evening.
Several grand officers will be present.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

Accessories

I

A convention of

lows

>

(

We believe in honest and conservative
methods.
We believe in promptness,
and
the best banking service that
courtesy

was

The Bath A. A. basket-ball team, which
claims the State chapionsbip, is arranging
a tour of eastern Maine, and
would like
dates. Open dates from March 26 to 31.
is
The team
composed of players who
have played together five years. R.Weinblatt, Bath, ass.stant manager, would
like to correspond with teams.

Sanbobnvili b, N. H.:
Wakefield Extract Co—Boys wanted
Richmond, Ms.:
The Fraternities—Ageata wanted

depositary.

Mrs. Moon

pneumonia.

nmn am bboomd* olam mattib
AT Til UUWOBn POSTOTPIOm.

A Banking Service That
You Will Appreciate

many friends In Ellsworth and Hancounty who express regret and

has

I

asbcttiarnunta.

Llewellyn Fortier, bneineae manager;
baeineee
aeeistant
Harvey
Fickett,
manager; Angus Morey, exchange editor;
Dorothy Congblin, alumni editor.
Mias Carolyn M. Joy of Qrand Forks, N.
D., fell recemly and fractured her hip.
She was about to leave for California fr'r
the remainder of the winter. Mies Joy

Mi** Hight— Millinery sale
Parcber’s Pharmacy
J A Haynes—Groceriea special
Union Trust Co
The Murril) National bank
Hancock Co Savings Bank
N E Tel A Tel Co
Guardian notice-Mary T Witham
Admr notice—Orvando Cousins
—Wesley H Cousins
—Jennie Swanson
Exec notice—Rufus R Emery
**
—Arthur Jeffrey Parson
Legislative" notices—Legal affairs
—Inland fisheries A game
—Public Utilities
Insurance statement—Nations! Surety Co
—Loyal Protective Insurance Co
8ur»*y, Mi.:
Hancock County Nursery Co
Blubhill, Mb.:

I

AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 7, 1917.

WEDNESDAY

Both for

a

short time for 29c

SALARY BOLL.

Fsr superior to any on the
market, as every ingredient
they contain is as good as can
be used.

Fruit Growers, Look!

Our prices will advance after March
Ornamental Trees: NOR1, 1917.
WAY MAPLE $1.Ou each, WEIRS
CUT LEAF .75 each, ASH LEAF
MAPLE .35 each. Evergreen Shrub
each.
RHODODENDRONS
*1.86
Our present prices will remain the
same through
February. All wh ►
La Paloma.Yradier next
Monday evening.
sends us cash orders this month will
Bonree .Bach
receive a GENERAL JACK ROSE:
The Dirigo olub has a long-estabThe local merchant mho does not ad- BUSH and one CAROLINA POPL A It
as
social
enter- tieritse is
lished
reputation
throwing open the door to the Free with order. Write for catah >irue.
tainers, and Tueaday evening’s concert mail-order house, which does advertise
HANCOCK COUNTY NURSERY CO.
and dance promises to be one of the most' and ichich is looking far just such openMAINE
SUMY,
delightful social events of the aeason.
ings.

SUNDAY SCHOOL.

EDITH- BT

It* Motto:

Lesson VI.—First Quarter,
Feb. 11, 1917.

Text

For

of

tho

Lesvon,

John

iv,

THOSE AWFUL
CRAMPS

**%CHT MAlHiR*"

*4Helpful

and Uo jrful.

The purpose* of this column are succine >
title and motto—It Is for th*- n*»it
benefit, and aim* to tie h lj-fal anil hopeful'
rteD k for the common good, it Is for the com
Inmor u*»e-a public smut, a purveyor of

otateo In the

INTERNATIONAL SERIES.

THE

ghbntmnrga.

fflutnal Btnrfit Column.

form allot) a ml t»urf*cefllon, a u.e'Uura lor he 1It- this c*j-yliy It •M»Uclt**
U*rcb.intre ot ideas
communications. an«i its “UcoeS'/Jrpemli* argely
Comon the support «lve» it In tMfi' Wpect
munications tr ust t»e signed, but the name of
writer will not Ire prf. ted except uy p» rmlsston.
Communications will be subject to appro a 1 or

1-29.

Memory Verses, 13. 11—Golden Text
I Tim. i, 15—Commentary Prepared by
Rev. D. M. Stearns.

Suggestions

that may

save

A ROYAL BuiDE
C«sii:6S

I4>

••£oS>

GRANDDAUGHTER OF A POET.

Si e I3 an Expert at Tern'-s, Haa Lived
In England Much, and la of Rara
twelve
year* ;
Marrsrille, Pa.—“For
Beauty and Charm—Said tD Ba a
I
terrible
with
cramps.
suffered
I
would have to stay
Love Match,
in bed several days
The
month.
I
popularity won by the young
every
tried all kinds of I'ouL.t s Ma le.: la Torby. daughter of
remedies and was : II. 1. IL the Grand Duke Mi kael of
treated by doctors,
Countess Torby. has
but my trouble con- Russia and the
tinued until one day been a feature of English society for
I read about Lydia some years past; notably, too. In lawn
E. Pink ham’s V ege- ‘.ennis circles. Countess “Nads" beiDg
table Compound and
what it had done for
I tried ft
others.

v

21-26).
We cannot bnt think of Bis saying
to Israel in the long ago that Be war
the fountain of living waters, but they
had forsaken Him for waters out of
their own cisterns (Jer. U. 13). They
had ceased to draw water with joy our
of the wells of salvation (Is*. *11. 3)
When the disciples came to Him with
meat which they had gone Into the
city to buy His reply to them was, “1
have meat to eat that ye know not of;
my meat is to do the will of Him that
sent me and to finish His work" (verses
8, 31-34). But the disciples thought
that He meant such meat as they had
brought, as (he woman thought that
He meant water from Jacob’s well and
Nlcodemus thought that He meant another natural birth. Can we wonder
that He said: “How shall ye believe
If I tell you of heavenly things?"
"How Is It that ye do not understand?"
(JohnJfL 12; Matt. ivi. 11.) We seem
as slow to understand His saying about fields white already to harvest, and reapers receiving wages and
gathering fruit Into life eternal, and
sowers and reapers rejoicing together
(verses 85-38). Believers seem to think,
that so many things are worthy of
their attention, whereas there is nothing really worth while hut to know
Him and help others to know Him and
to be as diligent in winning souls as

just

He was.

Madge

and

Jus rib.

*

We

are sorry you have been to ill
again,
hope you will soon be all right.
1 hope some one will be able to answer
the following query. If any one can do
so, don’t watt about sending in a reply,
thinking perhaps somebody else will

but

answer.

Dear M. B. Friends:
Among some old papers, I have recently
found two maps of the old Frederic Parker
place in Bluebill. They bear the date September, 105. The work is very neatly and
painstakingly done, and these maps were
used when a survey of the land was made by
Willard Fisher In lffii.
The maps do not bear the name of the
person who drew them, and I wonder if
anyone knows who in Bluehill or vicinity
did work of that kind at that time. Possibly
some of the descendants of the older families
have similar maps in their possession and
know something of their history. 1 would be
glad of any information regarding them.
Lima.
_

A coniUot reader of the column In
Massachusetts contribute* the folio wins
gem:
nun.

If * wren een clion
To • ipnj or awing
la a mad May wind, and tint and line,
Aa If ehe'd bunt for Joy;
Why cannot I
Contented lie
In Hta quiet armi beneath thia iky.
Unmoved by enrth’a annoy?
RECIPES.

Buttermilk Me.—Two cnpe sugar, 2
table*poona floor, 2 table*poona melted
batter, 2 egg*, 2 cop* of aweet buttermilk,
1 tableapoon of lemon.
Bake between
I two crnata. Thia makea two pie*.—Auet
Susan.
Beam Mufpies.—One egg, % cup molnaaea (acant), 1 cop aweet milk, 1 teaspoon soda, 1 cup paatry flour, 1^ cupa
bran (Educator bran preferred), pinch of
ealt.—Auet Subae.
Auet Madge.
NOKTH SULLIVAN.
Mia* Muriel Tripp of Bar Harbor viaited here laat week.
H. A. Roberta, who hat been employed
in Gouldaboro, baa returned home.
N. H. William*’ chimney burned out1
Priday, and but for the prompt action of
Mr. William* and neighbora, the house'
would have burned.
Feb. 5.
H.
tonatipatjon auuei Mad 8kla.
A dull and pimply skin la due to a sluggish
bowel movement. Correct this condition and
clear your complexion with Dr. King's New
Life Pills. This mild laxative taken at bedtime will assure you a full, free, non-griping
movement in tbe morning.
Drive out tbe
dull, listless feeling resulting from overloaded intestines and sluggish liver. Get a
bottle to-day. At all Druggists', Uo.

the week-end at the home of
the guest of

“How
a

are

^farmers working *’togetbei?”
good ro .as

.d “How to build
BAT

VIEW.

Thirty-one

wire

events and local

recitation,

a

happenings

contributed by S. N. Rich.
244.

ninety-live members
several neighboring
and visitors from
Hancock Pomona
granges were present.
! grange was held during the day. A helpful and interesting meeting was held.
An Interesting program was given in the
evening. There w ill be no meeting Feb. 9.
were

ARBUTUS, 450, BURRY.
Feb. 3, thirty members were present,
with visitors from East Blnehill and Lamoine granges.
One candidate was ac-

cepted.
MBMOBIAL BBSOLCTIONS.

Whereat, The Divine Minter hM ngnin entered our ranks and removed our worthy
brother, Jasper H. Carter,
Revolted, That we, as an order, regret the
loss of our brother, who had shown himself
interested in the welfare of onr order.
Besot red, That we extend to the bereaved
family our earnest sympathy; also drape our
charter for a period of thirty days.
Resolved, That we send a copy of these
resolutions to the family, spread a copy on
our records, send a copy Is Tun*. Ellkwobth
Ambbican and Bangor Netrt |for publication.
ELSIB L. JOBDAN,
Ethel Lobd,
Howard H. Clabk,
Committee.

Mrs. Jerome B. Clark, who was in town
to attend the golden wedding of her
parents, returned to Presque isle Saturday.

PUS CESS

GEOBGE

OF

SURRY.

BATTENSEBG.

.»tin

■.i

in

8KDGW1CK.

Miss. Eleanor.

taking

to

e

.Maater Medicine.
hese
ui
i4
it,.
sk>*i ol

K* COVE, 2t'T.
li"
prt- m JWo. 31

Htlen McFarland gave

current

c«

bAUMJl

inieie**i

arouse

Feb. 2 there

George Allen of Prospect Harbor
has be°n spending a few days with her
sister, Mrs. J. A. Hill.

GOLDEN WEDDING.

officers

_

were

Mrs.

Medi-

a

by Trained

Maiiie.Wumen.
529, WALTHAM.
were installed b>
Martin A. Garland, assisted by Lrrna h.
Two o( Ibe moit convincing tributes
Jordan ana Leslie Wilbur. An invitation
•ever given lo a medicine, have been ofwas extended to Mariaville, Goodw ill and
fered in Ibe brief period of three dr\f.
A harvest supper
Greenwood granges.
In ih.«t time two nurses have voluntarily
was served.
forward and from their per bom l
corn*
MAhiAVlLLh. 141.
exp»n nces tcld of the benefits that have
were
for
discussion
27
topics
January
from
ti
thi in

and

spent
F. P. Nojea,

Tribute Kvit Given
cine Offered

the brothers furnished much amusement.

Miss Bernice Stevens of Sullivan

M. B. Sister»:

I greet you on this lovely day with best
wishes.
Christmas and New Year's have
passed. Right here I want to thank all who so
kindly remembered me with cards and letters
and presents.
I appreciate them very much.
I bad a lovely letter and remembrance from
Aunt due.
8be hopes to be in Maine fbe
coming summer, and I bad a big. big letter
from Aunt Maria.
Bat I was very, very i’l
when I received it, so it took me a long while
to read it, I was so weak.
Yes, I have indeed
be-.n ill, and can bat just get aroand the
house a little now.
Had acute intestinal
indigestion bat. believe me, I did not find
anything "cute” about it. Bat I found that I
had many kind friends, and neighbors, and
proved that “a friend in need is a friend indeed." I thank them so much, and hope
some time I may be able to help them for all
their kindness; although I know I cannot repay it. I shall never forget it.
Yes, Aunt Madge. I do wish we bad been
there with "Did" and "Narcissus." I hope
we will all meet it I am in BluehiU another
summer.
I see we have not had many letters
in our M BC. lately, but Aunt Madge always
finds something helpful for us. I wish I
could say something helpful, too, but in that
I am afraid I'm a failure. Wishing all health
and all good things, I am as ever.

Probably the Mowt Kem irk .l»|t.

0CK55IC,

Sister

Uat week.

ANOTHER NURSE
INDORSES TANLAC

on.

Agn«u-iure in
Grange Meetings” was ably presented by
Willis C. Paine. A nail-driving contest by
the sisters and a button-sewing contest by

CUTNTY XEWS

Dear Aunt

re.

January 24,

to

|

ative.

v^ranorf.

**•
This column is dtTotH ^ fhf '*r| >:•*
•-*
:•
ptKrisiiy .••.*'«» * ranges o! Ham
The column is open to all |ranKf««
i.»iere»*
discussion o.' topics of general
mike le
for report* of grange meeting*,
»hort and couci-e. .All commnnii at ion* mu*
be signed, but names will aot be printed exAll comcept by permission of the writei
munications will be subject to approval l.'
the edi«or. but none wii: be reje< e-t witbou

good

rejection by the e<1 tor of ih* column, -us none
will t>e rejected without eoort reason. A*hirers |
In every lesson we must see Him
a;I communications t«»
with wb <nj alone we have to do, the
The Americas.
fc.ll-worth, Me.
Creator and upholder of all things, the
the only Judge
of
sinners,
Saviour
only
of all mankind, the searcher of all
THB DAY'S RESULT.
hearts, from whom nothing can l»e Is
anybody happier because you pass his [
dealHim
saw
we
week
I-ast
hidden.
ing with a very religious man who Does any one remember that you spoke to
him to-day?
stood high in the esteem of his fellows,
but now we see Him dealing with an This day is almost over and its toiling ;time
and now I am never
is through;
Immoral, low down woman whom per j
troubled with cramps and feel like a
now a kindly word j
to utter
Is
there
anyone
and
yet
I cannot praise
different woman.
haps no one held in esteem,
of you?
i
her soul was precious in His sight, and
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Comto
the
friend
a
cheerful
save
and
I am recommendtoo
to
Did
greeting
you give
highly
He saved her and used her
pound
who came along.
ing it to my friends wbo suffer as I did."
others.
1
Or a churlish sort of ••howdy" and then
—Mrs. George R. Naylor, Box 72,
The “must needs go through Sama
vanish in the throng?
j
Marysville, Pa.
rla” of verse 4 probably had sjiecial
as
snd
you
Were you selfish, pare
simple,
Young women wbo are troubled with
reference to her and the need of her
or irregular periods, backache,
rushed along your way?
painful
soul. The reference to Joseph and the Or is someone mighty grateful for a deed you headache, dragging-down sensations,
did to-day?
well in verses 5 and 6 takes us hack
fainting spells or indigestion should
take Lydia £1 Pinkham’s Vegetable
to Gen. ills. 22-26. where Joseph Is call I Can you say to-night in parting with the day
Compound. Thousands have been rethat’s slipping fast,
ed a fruitful bough by a well whose
stored to health by this root and herb
the
of
a
brother
the
In
That
many
wall.
you
single
over
the
helped
run
branches
;
remedy.
that
passed?
you
Israel's
true
game passage the
Joseph.
Write for free and helpful advice to
Is a single heart rejoicing over what you did
Messiah, is spoken of as the Bhepberd.
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (conor said?
was
separate
the stone of Israel, who
fidential), Lynn, Mass. Only women
Does a man whose hopes were fading now
open and read such letters.
from His brethren. In our lesson His
with courage look ahead?
branches are seen running over the
Did you waste the day or use it; was it well
wall to reach this Samaritan outcast.
or poorly spent?
See His humanity In His weariness as Did
you leave a trail of kindness or a scar of
He sat on the well, for He was a real
discontent?
WEST OOULDSBOKO.
hungry, thirsty, As you close your eyes in slumber do yon
man, often
weary,
think that Ood would say,
Mrs. Frances Tripp of Steuben is visitlonely, and His words are heart words,
from His heart to ours, “Come unto me Ton hare one more to-morrow by the work ing her aunt, Mr s. Emeline Wood.
L. E. T.
you did to-day?
all ye that labor and are heavy laden,
Mrs. A. H. Taft of Sullivan visited at
and I will give yon rest” fMatt xi.
the home of Mrs. Louisa Wood last week.
Thanks for the poem sent by L. E. T.
He knew bow to reach every
28).
E. M. Stevens, who has been in Boston,
would we all be if we could an*
heart, and He took such a very differ- Happy
the interrogations in it in the affirm- called on bis sister, Mrs. E. E. Soderholtz
ent method with this soul from that ewer
which He pursued with Nlcodemns.
Note the time of day, the sixth hour
(verse 6), for since John reckoned
time as we do, Roman time, It was
either 0 a. m. or 6 p. m., as we saw In
a previous lesson.
Instead of telling
her her need, as He did to Nlcodemns.
He began the conversation by asking
her to snpply His need (verse 71. mak
lug Himself dependent upon her for
physical refreshing. In the converse
tlon which followed our Lord spoke
seven times, and the woman replied
six times. Deeper and deeper He re
vealed her life to herself, that life of
which sbe probably thought no one
knew, and as the consciousness of her
guilt grew upon her He Increased the
revelation of Himself to her soul until
He finally told her plainly that It was
the Messiah who was talking with
her (verses 25. 26). What an unheard
of time It was as He laid'bare to her
the sinful life she was leading, told
her bow It might all be blotted out and
she become a well of living water to
others!
She had
The great change came.
seen and received Him. and. leaving
her water pot. she went away Into the
city to Invite the men to come and see
the Messiah, who had told her all that
ever she did (verses 27-301.
Many believed because of the testimony of the woman, and many more
believed because of His own word,
heard for themselves
which they
(verses 39-42), and they said. “We
know that this la Indeed the Christ,
So they
the Saviour of the world.”
obtained life In Him, for to that end
this gospel was written (John xx, SI).
In Hla conversation with the woman
He first asked her for a drink of wa
ter. Then He offered to give her living water, which would be In her a
well of water springing up Into everlasting life (verses 7, 10, 14). At first
•he was as Ignorant of spiritual truths
as was Nlcpdemus. and she thought
that He spoke only of water from Jacob's well. Then when Be begin to
lay bare her sin she attempted to
avoid the lasne, as many do today,
by saying something like this: "I do
not belong to yonr company.** Be laid
everything low in her by speaking of
God the Father as a Spirit and desiring true worshipers who would worship Him In Spirit and in truth; by
saying that salvation la of the Jews
and He was their Ueaslah (verses

tnr

«

The Countess f.'-tda Now Be-

Much Suffering
1

Amonu

William Kane and David^Keyes are
toe from coasting.
Mrs. George Noyes died at ber borne
Saturday, Peb. 3, of typhoid pneumonia.

\taa

»*

Unity, Maiue,
is more

nurses

as

n.

w

HeU-u

Desert, .Maine, whore
printed jurt a few days

VIt.

v,Mutrt

Auu

this

i^.leii Kieibtsa «.|
story, if possible,

U4iss

whose

remarkable than the

Nurse Kichardaou.
“I have been a sufferer

one

told

by

from

stomach
trouble and indigestion,” said Miss Fietbisk. “A person in my profession should
have known what to do, hut 1 must confess that 1 failed to benefit myself until
Tsnlac came,” she explained.
“The symptona that moat distressed me
were the ordinary bloated condition that
come* from sour, fermented fooo, which
has failed to
1

bsa

digest properly.

hewOscues and

Of

course,

uncertain aphad paius, ana felt
are the conditions
an

nsuseated,
These
that we all know result from a disordered
stomach. Now the strange part of it was,
petite,

alt

run

was

down.

that my patients
me about Taulac.

were

the

ones

who told

said they had
used it «aii such wonderful results.
“Now 1, too, am feeling tine, and can
1 am even eating
eat anything 1 wish.
delicaciea 1 had not dared to touch tor
years. 1 am glad to recommend Tanlac
Decause it proves itaell to be the ‘Master
Medicine.’
“No medicine except Tanlac ever has
Sevtial

received auch endorsement

as

thtse,"

said

“I think anyone will
agree that a medicine publicly endorsed
by two such trained women as Norse
Kichardson and Nurse Fierbisk, must
have a merit that may fairly be class, d
the Tanlac

as

Man.

extraordinary.”

Ot

course

these statements are remark-

But men and women in overy part
ot Maine are giving remarkable statements,
about Tanlac.
Tanlac is being specially introduced id
Ellsworth by E. G. Moore; iu West
Franklin, 8. 8. Hcammon; North Sullivan,
H. Kobioson, and there is a Tanlac agent
in every Maine town.
able.

enthusiastic devotee of the game.
So very wide Interest was shown In
her marriage to Prince George of BatMias Gertrude Townsend of Massachutenberg, which took place recently at
setts is with ber grandmother, Mrs.A.M.
the Chapel Royal, London.
The Countess Torby, mother of the Mills.
CORRECT Coal burn,r,i HOVER
bride, was of extraordinarily romantic
Those perfect in attendance for the
ing those who were able went to tjaeir descent. Her father was Prince Nlch- winter term at Rich’s Corner school were:
old home to help celebrate ithe occasion.
i Coats Lcm to
■ias of Nassau, who in his day defied Francis Mann, Henry Kane, Eudora Kane,
Mr. and Mrs. Wood were married Janroyal authority by contracting a mor- Anna Collins, Sumner Carter, Reginald
1 *'**
Run
smwcm.
uary 31,1867. One daughter was born to
ganatic marriage with the daughter of Thorne.
[ CANOPV You can pay mart b«t mbI
them, Mrs. Jerome B. Clark, of Presque the great Russian poet Pushkin, who
Feb. 6.
sat mm Capacity ft to MOB
L.
9
Isle, who was present at the celebration. was himself a grandson of Peter the
chick*, Salf-fasdinc and r«n>
la tine. Oaa and apart ticht.
Mr. and Mrs. Wood have always kept an
WALTHAM.
Great's black slave Hannibal.
Portable
and arariaatlacs Coal
W.'WCH
open house, and are
widely known
.It is only necessary to look at the
The many friends of Mrs. Sarah J. Joroolyooaaln tornty-fcor boors.
among the traveling public. One was Countess Xnda Torby to understand
Coats bat 5c. a day to ran.
dan will be pleased to bear she is improvalways glad to get to “Uncle Barn’s1' to that Prince George wanted her for her- ing rapidly.
IMR « iHt an MMfwravn*
niilallMatrIJCHbA
stay over night.
self alone. She is a beauty of the moat
Mrs. Walter Cuthbertson and dangbter
Those from out of town present were entrancing type. She has
large dark Thelma of Hangor are visiting Mrs. CuthICO.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Noyes, Mrs. A. U. eyes, shaded by
long lashes; a sensi- bertsou's sister, Mrs^Adelbert
Crosby.
emu c«.. o.
Taft, Mrs. Ed. E. Bragdon, East Sullivan, tive and delicately molded face, a very
Miss Isabelle Jordan was in Bangor
Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher T. Wood, Gouldowinning expression and a mass of
boro, Dr. and Mrs. J. 8. Bragg aud Mrs. black hair. With all her charms she Thursday and Friday, called there by the
serious illness of her sister, Mrs. Anna
Vine Smith, Winter Harbor, Mrs. Otorge Is simple and unaffected. The
grand
Allen, Prospect Harbor. Refreshments duke has lived with bis family for Graves.
Feb. 5.
L.
were served. Dr. Bragg sang “Perfect
many years at an English estate called
Day.” The party broke up at 10.30, wish- Keele Hall, and he and his children
EAST bUHKY.
ing Mr. and Mrs. Wood health aud have mingled freely among the people
Smelt fishermen are not doing as well as
happiness.
of the neighborhood. The grand duke
Mrs. Mary Noyes read the following Is a member of the local board of edu- usual this winter.
poem:
Eailroabs anti Atamboats.
cation. He Is known to many Amer- ftMrs. N. T. Fullerton, agent for prevenicans, with whom he has played golf tion of crnelty to children, was In town
Fifty years this vary night
In a perfectly democratic way at Feb. 1, and took three children of;the late
These two dear friends were wed—
Cannes.
9qo|ra Sowle* who tied the knot,
.Banal Clark to Augusta.
Maine
has
he
been dead;
Many years
The bridegroom. Prince George of
Fsb.fi.
C.
Central
And now we gather, friends and relation.
Battenberg. Is the son and heir of
To help in this their celebration.
H- 8. H. Prince Louis of Battenberg,
A Letter That May Interest Tau
who was formerly first sea lord of
N. W. McConnell, Biverdale, Os., writes:
UlcIc 8am wanted a practical girl to wed,
Cathartic Tablets absolutely cleanse
"Foley
the admiralty.
LOCAA tidy and sensible one, he said,
Prince George la a say
system thoroughly, and never a gripe,
A girl who was knowing, yet not too fast;
»»d no nausea." *An ideal physic, invigoratlieutenant in the British navy.
ing and strengthening the bowel action and
MILL
He searched and searched, and found her at
having a good egret on the stomach and ltver.
last.
Give stoat persons a light and free feeling.
SITES
Separate Skirt Cetera.
—Moore’s Drag Store.
The coatumera hare tried hard thia
They came to this, the dear old home.
Where Uncle Sam waa bora;
and
.rear to get away from tha accustomed
WWflUfifllUgH
And where many a traveler spent the night
stereotyped aeparate skirts. Judging
lawatad on tha line ol tba
When he wae tired and worn.
from those on tha hangera nowadays,
Beeide the traveler on the road
they bare been something more than
Who shared their hospitality.
sncceasful. Tha aeparate sUrts this
*
Many a friend has summered here.
year partake more of tha nature of
**»• opportunity totkOM
From Boston and other loealltys.
beautiful dreams than of actual necesdesiring to male*
• chang* in loeation
(or a now start Id lit*.
sities. Oeorglne, satin, velvets, plaited
Of children a scarcity there were, I'm sure.
a
There was only one, bnt there should have
and striped soft silks and kitten's ear
Water
been more.
cloth are the popular materials. The
Because Annt Em, with a smiling face,
majority of these attractive garments
Raw
Had a very nice way of bringing
are made with a medium waist line
up Grace.
Gracs. like her mother, has worked as she with decorated fanciful girdles atkwt
(MVSICUUrS PRESCRIPTION)
tached.
They are plaited, tucked,
flood
Land”
To help in all she thought was good.
gored or gathered to let In the fashionAnd now that shes' gone to live in Presque able fullness,
dome of them are even
Isle,
smocked.
We are glad she can come to ns for a while.
and
tor
The separate skirts this yesr come In
coughs, oolds, tore throat,
She usually comes In the early spring
all possible shades and colors and In
Communications regarding locations
When the beautiful birds begin to sing;
cramps, chills, etc.
every fanciful combination that the
aw invited and will receive attention
Her coming this time was a great surprise,
mind of man could devise. There ere
Powerful
and
for
any agent of thew.
Tet most of her neighbors and friends were
plum colored skirts and all shades .of
MAINE CENTRAL,, or to
sprains, strains, bruises,
wise.
blue
there
are
ones;
burgundies,'
cuts, swellings, muscular
And now she's come back to the dear^folks
browns, greens, corals, orchids, wines
rheumatism, etc.
at home
snd grays and every conceivable plaid
II aad N Oeaie. All Dealers.
With locks fast turning white;
and stripe that can be evolved from
She had planned for their golden wedding,
combinations of these colors. Fashion
PORTLAND. MAINE.
The pleasure we’re having to-night.
runs riot in skirt hues this season.
And as we go to our several homes.
Wishing the dear ones good night.
Orange Marmalade.
With all good wishes we gladly say.
1
Three thin skinned oranges, one cupA happy wife is a bride all way.
ful of sugar, two tablespoonfuls of
Minute by minute, day by day.
lemon juice.
Wash tbe oranges, cut
The hours and years pass swift away;
In half and remove the pulp with a
*.*
God’s blessing rest on you for aye
Grow Big
teaspoon. Cut the rind In quarters
And biessii gs on this yonr wedding day.
tnrich tlie Soll
1*
then remove all fiber; put the rind In
Feb. 6.
two quarts of cold water for twentyfour bours.
Drain, cover with fresh
A Woman's Experience With Grippe
natural plant foods-BON t BLOOD MF iT
water and boll until tender.
Drain,
When a cough or cold hangs on, *and von
for
have aches and pains that are bard to deflue,
press out all water; shred very fine;
for Farmem,* or eet it from our dealer
it is likely that grippe is taking hold of yonr
add to the pulp; add the sugar aud
NEW ENGLAND FEBTIUZEK
system. Mrs. J A. Rodgers, 8 witter, 8. O.,
CO.. »—u...
endofteu
to
colds,
MI
am
one
hour.
Ton
can
•
boll
the
says:
susceptible
slowly
put
kueeoMbMi^iri.,^
ing in grippe. In this case I have found rind through food chopper and add the
Foley's Honey and Tar to prevent doctor
bills.”- Moore’s Drug btore.
■—’"n Inter to the rind.
Wednesday, January 31, Mr. and Mr*.
Samuel G. Wood opened their hospitable
home to receive their triends on their
fiftieth anniversary. Gifts, flowers, cards
and letters of congratulation
poured in
from friends near and far. In the even-
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pneumonia,

ot steamer dunC,pi. Adrian Stanley
s lew days with ms
hlgln ,a spending

family.
Ci|h. anil
pave been

in

Stephen Sellers,

Augusta three weeas,

win.
are

home.
the Settlement quarry
prana VIcGulreot
to New fork by the sudden
sras called
brother Thomas.
geaUi ol his
geccrul ot the young men ol the Cun-reeauoual church will attend the connext week.
ference at Lewiston
Who was operated upon
jjnl-(t Hates,
in the Lynn, .Mass., hospitor Hppendicit'S
m health.
tal is much unproved

ing the
Th' firemen were called
tor a dre st
cold snap Saturday night
ol Mr. Tadesky.
tie
.‘Clam City,” house
at work, and Mrs. Tadesky
is out ot town
were alone and had
and iwo children
in getting out ot the house. The
oat

du

difficulty

her the
dog which gave
house
ings

was a

alarm was

burned

The
good oue, the turnislipiano. There was a am ill

Everytning

to death.

a

was

loss.

very

included

a

Miss Julia Quptll spent but week with
ads in Bangor.

insurance.
Feb

5._Nihil.
GOULDS BOKO.

Friends ot .Miaa Lutie Ouptil, who underwent a surgical operation at the Eaatin Bangor
em Maine General hospital
Felt Like VO Now Like SI
Like a weak tluk In a chain, a weak organ
Weak ktdneee
enfeebles ibe whole body.
W. Morgan, Angola. la..
lower vitality. A.
-I auttered with paina In the back
.Hies
man or 90
am tl veara old, but I felt like a
since I took Foley Kidney Pills I teel like I
did when I waa 21." Me and *1.00 aiies.Moore's Drug dtp

re._

GREAT FONl>.

Leroy Sparling is very ill. Mrs.
Let.retta Sparling is with her.
Kov. C. J. Brown of
Bangor spoke at the
Methodist service Sunday evening on Sunday school work.

*rip.

Mr. and Mr*. Vernon Moore an receiving congratulations on the arrival of a
son,
inn n Feb 1 [Leslie
Bryant].

Rev. Ida Garland outdated at the
tnneral ot U. B. Dorr in Anrora February 1.

Myron Whitney and wife of Winter
Harbor an at Mr. Whitney’s home daring
the illness of his
mother, Un. Agnes
Whitney.
Tae community was aroused
Sunday
evening by the call of fln, to learn that
ttu Union church wps burning. *A crowd
quickly gathend ,A>ut the fln waaalnady
mi ler such headway then was no
possibility of saving the bulling, and attention
waa turned toward
the
saving
furnishings,
nearly all of which waa saved. The church

School cloeee this week.
Miss Arabel
Rowe haa given good satisfaction, and
the children are anxious for her return.
Mrs. Guy Patterson, with her little
girls Isabelle and Marjorie, spent the
week-end with
Mr. Patterson's aunt,
Mrs. George Crosby, in Aurora.
It is reported that the Eastern Manufacturing Co. has purchased several pieoea
of timberland in this vidnity, and intend
doing extensive business on the river.

News ot the death ot Boas McPhee at
his home in Fairfield was heard with
sorrow by his friends here. He was a line
young man ot thirty-five years, but had
been in poor health the last few years. He
leaves besides his parents, three brothers—
Forrest, who has charge of a large buaineaa
in Canada; Noruian, who is employed in
SWAN’S ISLAND.
Buffalo, N. Y., and Wlnford, who ia in the
H. E. Stanley was stricken with a. navy, and one sister, Gladys, wife of
Edward Mathes, deputy land agent.
shock Wednesday morning.
They have the sympathy of many friends
Mr. and Mrs. Rapbia Smith have gone
here where their father and grandfather
to Portland for a few weeks.
Mrs. Wil- too were
employed as lumbermen for
liam Holmes is keeping house for them.
many years. They came here from EllsMr. Rich of New York, the new fish worth.
dealer here, has rented Mrs. Effie Bridges
Feb. 2.
E.
house for a year. Mr. Rich talks of buildBEACH.
ing a cold storage plant here.
Feb. 5.
S.
Mrs. Grace Carter of Beal Harbor visit-

built in 1887 and dedicated aa a Union
ebureb, but for the moat part only Baptist services have been conducted in it.
A defective chimney is supposed to have
been the cause.
Then was no insurance.
Fen. 5.
M.

her grandmother, Mrs. M. E. Billings,
last week.

Itching instantly. Cures
piles,
salt rheum, tetter. Itch, hives, herpes,
scabies—Doan's Ointment. At any drug
store
artel.

This community realized a deep loss in
the death of Stedman F. Torrey, which
occurred Saturday, after a few days’ illness.
He will be greatly missed.
The
funeral was held Tuesday afternoon, Bev.
O. J. Uuptili officiating, and was attended by Marine lodge, F. and A. M., and
Harbor View chapter, O. E. 8., of which
Mr. Torrey was a member.
He leaves a
widow, two daughters, Etta and Buth,
and a son, Roswell. The sympathy of alt
is extended to the family.
Feb. 2.
L

—

PEOPLE GROWING
OLDER
FEWER
Public Health
reports that
people live

Service
more
to
The
the age of forty yean to-day, but from forty to sixty years
mortality is increasing from degenerative diseases.
Thousands of well-informed men and women to-day are
learning the true value of

DEDHAM.
Elmer Gray and wife of Westl Ellsworth
were week-end guests of Mr. Gray’s parents, G. A. Gray and wife.

SCOTTS EMULSION

Daniel Johnson and Bbirley Young have
for

OF NORWEGIAN COD LIVER OIL

gone t<> Green Lake to haul cordwood
the Eastern Fuel Co., of Bangor.

powerful blood-enricher and strength-builder

B.

Jau. 29.

mean

Croup, Coughs and Colds

For

weakness.

SCO IT’S helps fortify the body against
grippe, pneumonia and weakening colds, through
its force of medicinal nourishment.

A. Baxter, Wheeler, Wise., says: “For ten
years we have used Foley's Honey and Tar in
our family and consider it the best couch
medicine on the market, especially for chilContains no
dren, as they like to take It.”
opiate: safe for babies; effective for adults.
Cheeks croup; stops coughs: relieves colds.
Moore's Drug Store.

RefuM Alcoholic Extracts That Do Not Contain Cod Liver Oil.
ie-1

—

This is Daisy Baker's Mother.

Her

hints and suggestions on household
economy and home baking, which will
appear in these columns from time to
time, zvill be found of interest and

value

to every

housewife.

What CanYou Do to Cut Down
the Cost of Living?
"All you need is

“Start in with baking at home.
It’s easy to make good breadbetter than you can buy—and
you’ll be surprised how much you

good

“There is twice as much food value
in a pound of flour as in a pound
of meat—and the meat will cost
you probably five times as much.

—

a

these

good recipe and a
two things are

essential.
“One of the best flours that I know—
one that I have used in my own baking
for years, is made in Ohio—right in
the Miami Valley where the rich limestone soil produces a soft winter wheat

can save.

“What you save on the cost of the
bread is only half the story. The
better your bread, the more your
family will eat, and, in eating more
bread they will naturally eat less of
other more expensive foods.

flour

of
,

peculiarly superior quality.

"Ask your grocer for

a

sack of

William Tell
Flour.
j
"It * eaay to work with; you can use
it for everything, and it givea a moat
delicious nutty flavor to your baking.

"Try it in your

own

home.”

WILLIAM TELL FLOUR is the Flour of the Triple Guarantee.
Guaranteed under the Ohio Better Flour Label, by the manufacturer who made it, and by the grocer who sells it.

WHITCOMB,

HAYNES & CO.

CASTORIA

MONEY IN SHEEP RAISING.
Emntiila Neooesary For Prefitablo
Production of Wool and Mutton.
A few of the essentials In the problem of sheep raising are referred to in
a bulletin from the Pennsylvania station, says the Iowa Homestead. These
Include: The willingness of the farmer
to pay the proper attention to his flock
at the critical times of the year; the
production of lambs of early maturity
that should preferably be marketed before the first of July; the control of
parasites in the flock by the sale of
early lambs, rotation of pastures and
flock management; the protection of
sheep from dogs, by community Inter-

The Sind Ton Have Always Bought, tad which haa been
in use for over over 30 yean, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his per*
sonal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
“
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
Just-as-good ” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

What
is CASTORIA
harmless substitute for Castor

c
is
Castoria
Drops and

Oil, Paregoric,
Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It cnntMina
neither Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic substance. Its
age is its guarantee. For more than thirty years it has
been in constant use for the relief of Constipation,
Flatulency,
Wind Colic and Diarrhoea j allaying Feverishness arising
therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids
the assimilation of Food; giving healthy and natural
sleep.
a

The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

GENUINE

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

ed

Stops

eczema,

Scott 4k Bowoo, Bloomfield. N. J.

Children Cry for Flefelior'o

HUSBANDRY

Harold Archer is at home getting hie
ice and wood.

waa

to ward off the headaches and backaches that

LIVE STOCK

Mrs. Ogden has returned to her home.
J. B. Bboman la 111, threatened with

Mr».

A&DntMraunu.

as a

Htbrrti* munis

NEWS

COUNTY

tci*

wlio one spent his vacation
Sidney Trent,
b»s gone toUiu..,a,u «urk,
io tos
who It .s hern ill ot
yrt Seth Fifleld.
is much improved in iieeiui

Mrs.

Uat weak, an pleated to learn the la
doing
well aa can be expected.

ae

C. W. ORINDAL

The Lincoln aheap eurpaases all
other breed a In size and la one of
the long wool breeda. This aheep la
distinguished also for the high quality of mutton produced. It la regarded by many shepherds sa a
good croas on amaller breeda The
aheep pictured are Lincolns.

In Use For Over 30 Years

li--

The Kind You Have

est in sheep, by enforcing dog laws and
keeping sheep in protected quarters at
night; the utilization of pasture to the
greatest degree; the feeding of corn
silage with clover or alfalfa hay, supplemented with grain, to the breeding
ewes at definite periods; the selection
of breeding sheep that possess merit in
wool, as well ns in mutton character;
constitutional vigor and health as a result of breeding and care in a foundation flock; cheap equipment which offers protection, plenty of ventilation
and a dry bed; the marketing of products of wool and mutton with an understanding of market values and demand.
It is pointed out in this bulletin that
from fifteen to twenty-five ewes are a
sufficient number for any one without
experience to undertake as the nucleus
of a farm flock. It is presumed that a
beginning is made with grades, but in
any event the use of a pure bred ram
is strongly advised.
Experiments at the Wisconsin and
Missouri stations have shown that pure
bred mutton rams sire lambs that make
greater gains, reach a higher condition
of flesh at less cost in amount of feed
consumed and command a higher market price than lambs sired by a scrub.
The suggestion is made in this bulletin that one or two pure bred ewes
should be added to the females of a
grade flock. The lambs from the latter
may be kept and gradually the owner
can eliminate his grades as the number
of pure breds increase, so that in a few
years, after experience Is obtained in
handling the sheep, something worth
while will then be on hand to work
with.
While sheep require relatively little
labor in their care, at the same time
special attention is needed during the
breeding and lambing season, and that
is why experience in the handling of a
small flock is needed before it is taken
up on anything like an extensive scale.
It is scarcely necessary to refer to the
ability of sheep as weed destroyers, because it is a well known fact that they
will consume upward of 90 per cent of
all the troublesome weeds found on
the farm. To be sure, they need something besides weeds, but this is an advantage that must not be lost sight of
when sheep are being considered only
from the standpoint of mutton and
wool

CENTAUR

HOG

water and water in which feeds are
mixed in cold weather, as this will decrease the amount of feed required to
maintain the body temperature.

Hoghouaa Floor*.
Cold floors cannot be covered deep
enoqgh with straw to make the hog
comfortable. He is a great rooter and
will get clear down to the bottom of
hla straw bed.
So cement or stone
floors are not so good as plank.—Farm
Journal.
'.

CITY.

Especially Grown for Us—
Perfection in Canned Asparagus
hardly be distinguished from
“fresh from the garden.**
SUPERBA Asparagus is not the little tips,
ends—but the rich, delicious, fully matured tasty
stock*—
ALL THAT'S GOOD
Really friend you do not know asparagus at its
best until you’ve tried SUPERBA.
Asparagus is only one of the Famous SUPERBA
Can

—

—

1

Cam

***

1

^

deal<

1

The Richest of

All Plant Foods

Animal substances of the highest fertilizing value are BONE, BLOOD and
MEAT. The brands that can make every crop profitable and leave the soil rich
and fertile are the DONE. BLOOD and MEAT Fertilizers made by the Lowell
Fertilizer Co. Write for booklet telling how fine crops were grown in 1916 without potash. Also, see our dealer near you and write us for booklet, “Producing
Profitable Products.
LOWELL FERTILIZER COMPANY. Boston. Mass.
Brancfc of Consolidated

II. B. M0< 'll and II. B,

Rendering Co.

PHILLIPS, Ellsworth

LOWELL ,«sU
THOUSANDS USE AND RECOMMEND

Ballard’s Golden Oil
The Best Throat and Luna: Medicine. No opiates
cohol. 25 and 50 cents. All dealers in medicines.

FEEDS,

Experiments Prove That It Decreases
Digestibility of Grains.
Cooking feed for swine generally Is
not an advisable practice, points out
liny (fntewood, Instructor in ardmal
husbandry in the Kansas state agricultural college.
Much experimenting has been done
ulong this line and practically all expertinent stations have found an actual
loss encountered by cooking feeds.
With most feeds cooking tends to lower the digestibility, resulting in a larger amount of feed being required to
produce a given amouut of gain. This
raises the expense of production and
cuts down the producer’s prolits.
Some feeds used in certain localities,
such as potatoes, field |>eas and roots,
have their pulatabillty improved and
their water content lowered by cooking,
which results in a larger consumption.
These, however, are not cpmmou feeds.
Cooking requires special apparatus, and
of course, takes time and labor, all adding to the expense of production.
It may be profitable to heat drinking

NEW YOWK

A,

production.

COOKING

Always Bought

COMNANV.

COJSTY

NEWS

is

|

a

F. H. Martin of Wilkesbarre, Pa.,

visiting

her

father, Capt.

Union services

were

al-

age, and leaves two daughters, Mrs. Durgln and Mrs. H. A, Snowman of Northboro, Mass,
At the regular meeting of the Bluehili

BLUEHILL.
F. P. Merrill returned Jan. 31 from
business trip to Boston.
Mrs.

or

fire company Feb. 3, the following officers
were elected for the ensuing year: Chief

engineer,
engineer,

A.

F. Townsend; first assistant

Stover; second assistant
! engineer, Larmon Treworgy; secretary, H.
Con- j A. Saunders; treasurer, Harry Hinckley.
W. G.

J. W. Kane.

heid

in

the

Feb. 5.
S.
gregational church Sunday morning and
evening. The pulpit wsb tilled by Rev.
J. J. Martin of the Bangor theological
PARTRIDGE COVE.
I
seminary.
Mrs. Laura Mears and Mrs. Lydia
Mrs.
E.
who
had
two
ribs
Mary
Cliy,
j
Springer and Beatrice Burkeheart left
| broken by a fall last week, was taken to Saturday for New’ York, where
they will
; the Bangor hospital Jan. 31.
Mrs. Clay
spend the rest of the winter.
is eighty-one years of age, and much
Feb. 5.
Hubbard*
anxiety is felt over her condition.
|
The senior class of the academy will
1
SALISBURY COVE.
“The Colonel’s
present the comedy,
Capt. P. H. Young left Friday for a visit
Maid,” at the town hall Thursday evening, Feb. 8, at 8 o’clock. The proceeds in Portland and Boston.
William Lee of Bangor is visiting his
will be used for graduation expenses.
Keewayden lodge, K. of P., installed daughter, Mrs. Lewis Hall.
Feb. 5.
R.
officers Jan. 30. Supper was served at 10
o’clock. A
pleasing feature of the
FRANKLIN ROAD.
ceremonies was the presentation of a tine
;
oak chair to

] the lodge.

one

of the past chancellors of

Mrs. Katherine H. Means,

a native of
her daughter, Mrs. H. W. Durgin, of Bangor, Jan.
28. Mrs. Means waB ninety-one years of

Bluehill,

died at the home of

Mrs. Bernice Coffin of Bar Harbor is

visiting Mrs. W. E. Foss.
Miss Minnie Mullan of Bangor, was
of Miss Sadie Mullan.
Jan. 28.
Cut This Out—It Is Wurth

When Your Ghlld Cries
at night and tosses restlessly, yon feel worried. Mother
Gray’s Sweet Powders for Children break up colds in 24 hours, relieve feverishness, constipation, teething disorders, and
destroy worms. Ueed by Mothere for 30 yean.
All druggists, 26c.
Sample FREE. Mothbk
Gray Co., LeRoy, N. Y.

m

recent guest

M.
Money

Don’t Miss This. Cut out this slip, enclose
with 5c to Foley A Co., 2835 Sheffield Ave.,
Chicago, 111., writing your name and address
clearly. You will receive in return a trial
package containing Foley’s Honey and Tar
Compound for coughs, colds, croup; Foley*
Kidney Pills, and Foley Cathartic Tablets.
—Moore’s Drug Store.

$t)t (CUswortl) American

'xicvn PUBLISHING C<-

Tires, Editor sad

Manager.

•*o«cnp'ioi< Prie*—F2-QC a year; gl.Ouiorsla
month*; M cents lor three months, If paid
sertetty In advance, $1 80, 78 and 38 cents
respectively. Single cop'®® 5 cents. Ail arrearages are reckoned at the rate of $2 per

S'

Katr-—
nwf an h|
v

*

*

ressonshlc
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1. 8tuder of Ellsworth has aet a new
mark for poultry men of this or an; other
vicinity. On January 13 he set a sevenmonths old pallet on twelve eggs which be
selected from his own bene. Wbile setting,
the pallet laid egg* on January 14, IS and
16, which were taken away from her,
leaving only the original twelve. FebruA.

bt m

4<ivertls,!

Bnn of Interest to Hanrock County Seeders.
The (ratal* ol yesterday’s session ol
the legislature wan tba nnanimon* paenp ol a joint resolution commanding and
sustaining President Wilson in the eeraring or diplomatic relations with Germany.
A copy nt tba resolution, with a personal
message from Governor Millikan pledging

pox-

At

C.LLSWOKTH, MAINE

W. H

tbs school* of Btonlngion
dosed on accoont of smallpox are
onfouhded. The schools are all in session.
A few children are oat becaaae of chicken-

Reports that

were

UN aL AKD POLITICAL JOUKHAi
rUBLlSHU)
tTiKV WEDNESDAY AFTFKNoo*

HANIjimjF

STATS SOI-OHB

»n«t

will

l**

p ’raf’or

Businesscoirnnuiilcatlor n !*h«»u 'd lx,-o..<Jrv*;'«*.
rdera made p»*>
-o. find all checke a^d monev
•ule to lHk Hamcoc* Coumty Publi»him.
Go., Klisworth, Maine.
«

vicinity.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 7,

M7.

Sock of chickens in this

county is vitally interested in
introduced in the legislature last
week to grant the Maine Central Railroad
bill

nating fatally.
born in EUaworth Jana
17,18B, a daughter of Joabua R. and Mary
A a. tin Jordan, both parenta being from old
and lone prominant EUaworth families.
EUaworth bad alwaya been bar boma, and
(or year* (be waa active in the chorcb and
social life of the community. Sbe was a
woman of refinement and culture, whose
life made its impreas upon all who came

support ol Maine, was immediately
telegraphed to President Wilson.
Last Thursday was woman’s day at

Augusta, when the largest gathering ol
assnli-suffrsgists
(or
representatives bell
bearing on the suffrage amendment.

suffragists
sembled
the

j

_

Hancock

a

White Mr*. Clark’, baalth
Park (Mat.
waa dallaata baoaoaa of advanoed rear*,
bar teat lllnaaa waa of abort duration, a
■ever* cold with bronchial trocbte tar mi-

tiie

from the
ary 3 she hatched twelve chickens
Bcore
eggs. Thu is an absolutely perfect
(or fertility of eggs and of course cannot
be b?aten, and Mr. Studer Deiieves it is
also the earliest

mba Auauann w. ciAnm.

Helen, widow at Augustas W. Clark,
died 8atarda7 evening at bar boma on

Mia. Clark

j

and

in

Among general bills ol interest to the
fishermen ol Hancock county introduced
last week was one to put a bounty ol $3 a
ton on dog fisb, and one to prohibit the
shipment ol lobsters out ol the 9tate between June 1 and October 1.

in cloee contact with her.

March 23, 1858, to
died July 21,1908.
She leave, three children. Dr. Edwin A.
Clark of Akron, Colo., Harold H. Clark of
Pittsburgh, Pa., and Mias Mary A. Clark of
EUaworth; also three grandchildren, Edwin L Clark of Clinton, N. Y., Helen L.
Clark of Akron, Colo., and Richard H.
Clark of Pittsburgh. Pa. Other father’s
Sbe

Friday presented an
On \>r*f
Co. a charter for an extension of its line act to establish military training in the
Unless new precedent is to be es- from Bancroft to Houlton. The claim is
public schools, providing that on and alter
tablished, war between the United made that this is merely a move to throttle Sept. 1,1917, there shall be established in
States and Germany is certain. Di
competition the proposed Eastern road ; all the public schools ol t e State ol not
of War.

Senator Wood last

plomatic relations have been severed, would etter. The charter asked for by the ; less than bigb school grade a system or
and this situation in the relations of Maine Central would practically parallel j course in military training. A period ol
and bushed out ; not less than fifteen minutes ol each
two first-class powers has never yet the route already surveyed
and on which construction ! school day shall be devoted to such milibeen reached without war following. by the Eastern,
be required
will begin in the spring. The entire route tary training, and shall
The severance of diplomatic reia
of the Eastern would
bring the road throughout the entire school year ol each
tions by this country quickly followed
of
Hancock
section
through the up-river
| male pupil, unless excused lor the reason
the announcement by Germany of a
county, to a terminus at Brewer. Hence ol physical inability.
new policy of unrestricted submarine the interest of Hancock county In the
Rep. Holt last week introduced a resolve
warfare, in violation of all promises promised railroad fight in the legislature. appropriating $75,000 (or 1917 and $75,000
(or 1918, lor the proposed
Baqcockpreviously made to this country.
Suliivan
The only thing that will now avert
bridge. Rep. Holt also inH. *. DORITY DEAD.
troduced a remonstrance against the act
war is a studious avoidance by GerWas Town Clerk of Sedgwick for introduced two weeks ago to prevent the
many of any violation of the rights
Forty-three Years.
taking ol smelts in certain wavers ol
of Americans and American vessels
Frenchman's bay other than by book
on the high seas under international
Horace N. Dority, town clerk of Sedg- and line.
law, and the history of German sub- wick for forty-three years, died Friday i
Rep. Sawyer last Thursday introduced
marine warfare during the present night after a short illness. He was in the a bill to abolish the school
board, board ol
war and the attitude of Germany in eighty-first year of bis age. He was one assessors and road commissioners in the
the face of the present crisis make of the beat known and most esteemed j town ol Eden, and placing these duties on
residents of the southwestern section of ; the board ol selectmen ol live or seven
this chance remote.
members. The bill provides that the act
There is a growing belief that a Hancock county.
Mr. Dority was born in Sedgwick May shall not become
operative until it is
break with this country has been de18, 1836, the son of Robert and Sarah voted upon by the town.
lioerstely sought by Germany with Sargent Dority. He was the oldest of a
▲ special election act (or the town of
the view of withdrawing from Engfamily of nine, six of whom survive him.
Mt. Desert was presented by Rep. Phillips
land the ammunition and food supplies
In Jane, 1862, he married Baby Herrick,
Thursday. The principal provisions of
from this country which she coaid who died in 1896. He leaves one son, the act are that a board of
three, five or
stop in no other way. For the same Balph E. of Sedgwick. For years Mr. seven selectmen may be chosen, as the
reason the allies hope that the United Dority conducted a livery stable, and for voters may determine, and that nominaStates will not actually engage in thirty-two years drove the S dgwick- tion papers shall be tiled at least six days
Blaehill
He represented his class before the annual town
meeting.
hostilities, but in addition to the in the stage. in 1877.
He had served
legislature
Rep. Holt has presented an act relating
moral support now actually arrayed
continuously as town clerk since 1873.
of
lobsters.
It provides
to the shipping
against Germany, will contribute in
Mr. Dority was also; treasurer of the that all
barrels, boxes or other packages
foodstuffs
and
ammeasure
in
larger
Eastern & Deer Isle telephone company in transit
containing lobsters shall be
munition.
several years, and served several terms as marked
with the word “Lobsters’* in
In the meantime the United States, deputy sheriff. He joined Eggemoggin
capital letters at least one inch in length,
calmly and with a business-like pre- lodge, F. and A. M., in 1867, and was also together with the fall name of the
an honorary member of the O. E. S.
cision that baa astonished
and that in case of seizure of

family

evitable.

And the entire country will
stand behind the President—the commander- in chief.
For Highway Bond Issue.
The resolve introduced in the legislature by Representative Fulton J.

Redman of Ellsworth

to provide for a
♦4,000,0.0 bond issue for permanent
highway improvements, promises to

be one of the rr.ost important of the
session, and the most warmly debated.
This amendment would, if the resolution is adopted, be submitted to the
people next September at a special
election which will probably be held
at that time in connection with other
matters. Mr. Redman’s idea is not
to defeat the mill tax necessarily, but
he believes that the people will never

CASTINE.
H. B. Webster has returned to
Castine, after a week in Boston.
Sue Norton commenced work

in

the

telephone office Monday, succeeding Margaret Scales, resigned.
Carrie Witham has returned to
her home in North Castine after teaching
Miss

eight weeks in St. Albans.
The Odd Fellows gave an entertainment i tain waters of Penobscot
bay and includ*
and dance at Emerson hall Friday evening.
ing JBagaduoe river.
Befresbments were served.
Rep. Conary has presented a remon-

son

vestry Friday night.

A

program will

follow.
_

NORMAL SCHOOL NOTES.

The C Methods class took full

charge of

candy sale held at Richardson hall recently. The proceeds, to purchase books
willingly bear the burden of this tax for the children’s library, w-ere |5.50.
if the proposed mill tax law as it now
stands is enacted without any bond

a

curroRD o. moral,.

construction in the

remaining fifteen

annually.
jPtgtlMMUt:,

mu, SORE UMSS

Sectored To Health By Vinol

Penobscot

of Mrs. Emma C.
O. E. S., will be
sorry to learn she fell in the ice] last week,
and broke her ankle.
matron

A meeting of Penobscot chapter will be
held Saturday evening, Feb. 17. The degrees will be conferred upon one candidate. Refreshments will be served.
The senior class of Clark high school

Camden, N. J.—“I had a deep seated will present “Bar Haven, at town ball
cough, was run-down, and my lungs were Friday evening, Feb. 16. A good attendweak and sore. I had tried everything
ance is hoped for, as it is given for the bensuggested without help. One eve- efit of the school.
ning I read about Vinol and decided
Feb. 5.
Woodlookb.
to try it Soon I noticed an improvement I kept on taking it and
I
today

am a

well

NORTH HANCOCK.

The soreness is all
gone from my lungs, I do not have any
cough and have gained fifteen pounds.”
man.

Lee Joy, who baa been employed in
Portland, is home.
Hn.r.irsiv.
t—fjiAm
Charles E. Googins of Orono was In
yfe guarantee Vinol for chronic
coughs, colds and bronchitis and for all town last Saturday.
Friends of M. B. Joy are glad to know
week, run-down conditions.
Geo. A. Psroher, Druggist, Bllsworth. Also he Is improving in health.
Si tbs

leading drag storss in ell Mains Towns

Fab.fi.

8.

ware

in town laet week.

Mlaa Etta Torrey,
grammar aobool
teacher in diatrict 2, waa called borne laat
week by the death of her father. Miae
Feodora Woodworth substituted.
valued
another
of
death
The
townaman, William W. Bragdon, occurred
to-day. Until the paat year he bad been
one of the leading men in town, an alert,
active man, enjoying in an unusual degree
the demand* upon bia time and patience
He waa an exaa a justice of the peace.
of
pert sorfbyor of land and conveyancer
deeds, and a man who will be missed in
the community. His abstemious life waa
tenacious of its hold, and for some time it
had been known he could not rally from
the complications of disease. But the end
has come, and to the wife and son William who have so faithfully ministered to
bia wants, the sympathy of many friends
is

extended.

In the death of Daniel W. Crabtree,
Franklin loses a life-long and respected
citizen. Mr. Crabtree lived on the homestead farm at Martin’s Ridge, and was an
industrious, upright man during hia three
He died Thursday.
score and seven years.
The funeral waa held at the home Saturday
afternoon. Rev. W. H. Dunham officiating.
Besides the wife, be leaves three sons,
Jesse, Walter and Arthur, and two daughters, Mrs. Ethel Andrews of Sorrento, and
Mra. Jennie Hartwell of Worcester, Mass.
The daughter, Mrs. Andrews, and granddaughter, Mrs. Roy Moaeley of Bar Harbor. and the sons, Walter and Arthur,
were
present when the final summons
came.
Tha son Jesse, of Barre, Vt., attended the funeral. Mra. Hartwell could
not be here. Two nephews, Frank and
Harry Crabtree, were here from Ellsworth;
also R. H. Young of Hancock, an old-time
friend. Mr. Young and Harry Crabtree
sang two selections.
B.
Feb. B.
EDEN.
John L. Hodgkins, who hi* b«n in
Boston for trrstmsnt, is horns, mnob improred in hsslth.
Tbs boms of Mr. snd Mrs. Hows
Smith wss the scene of s pleasant gathering Tuesday week, when eight friends
from Bar Harbor surprised them.
Fsb. 6.
V.
_

HANCOCK.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Hodgkins of Chicago
are spending the winter on the Qnlf coast.
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Lawbt, Secretary

LEGAL APE AIRS.
The Commltiee on Legsd Again will air.
la Ite room at tbe State Hon„
bearing
public
In Aupuala.
THUBSDAT, FBBBUABY 8, H17,
^
p. m., on
No 18. Aa act to amend aec 100, chaD »
reeiaed atatutea relating to loan nod building
*
aaaoclatlona.

THUBSDAT, FEBRUARY 8, 1917, at 2 r'
p

m

on

No. 10.

An act to
taalcab and

proeido a penaltr in,
pablic automobile fares

avoiding
TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 18. 1917. at

m'

r,

on

An act to amend eoctlon ten, chapter on.
hundred and aevrntean reeiaed etatuies ,,
letin* to •tenographo.c ol eopreme ludl'ciai
1

court.

WEDNESDAY, PEBKUARY H, 1917
m

p.

torneys.
WEDNESDAY,

ea

of

FEBRUARY

2.10 p. m., on
No 1J. An net to

Incorporate

,
1

*

on

act in telation to dm

An

countv at

14,

1917,

the

Verona

„

village corporation.
WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 14,1917 at!2»
*“
moo

p.

No. 18. Aa act to amend sec. 18, chap
the revleed stale tea of ltl6. relative
tenure of office of county
attorney.

THURSDAY, FBBBUABY 15, 1917,

u of
to the
,t

749

No. 14. An act to authorise voters absent
from tbe city where they are queliaed to
vote
to vote therein bv having their hallo.
dells'
ered by mail to the city clerk or towu
clerk
election day. and to regurate the
Of
manner
"
ol tnch voting.
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 15, 1917.
Ni.il. An act to amend aec. 1,
vised statutes, relating to wills.

230

at

chap 79

THURSDAY. FBBBUABY 15, 1117,

re-

at

J

An act *0 aarrd section twenti-thrre
cha tter one hundred and twenty-four revised
et.tntee relatint to eeaaulta upon, aud
interference with, officers.
Hilotn R.

Fose, Clerk.

FISHERIES AND (JAMK.

INLAND

Trie Committee on Inland Fuhe tes end
Game will give a public bearing in us room
at the State House, in Augusta, on

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY IS, 1817, st 2 p m.
No. 17. On petitions of Victor C. Huart. D.
Austin, G. If French and others, to aliow
hunting on Bunoajr.
TUESDAY. FEBRUARY IS, 8 7, at 2 p. m
8.

No. 7. An act to amend section 46 of chapS3 of the revised statutes (repealin* tha
close time on foxes; and remonstrance against
ter

No. 43.

outfit*, cut
off saw*, kerosene and gasoline engine*,
electric lighting plant*, water plantar Send
for circular. It will save you money. Thobndies Macbinn Company, Portland, Maine.
saw

MAIMS,

L

of

bargain* in wood

or

Boim of
Representative!.
1A 1»17:
Ordered, the Senate concurring, that t.
time forth* reception of petition* end hut
for private and epeelnl
he
to Friday.Fubruery ». IStt: th,t an anch
tltlon* and bill* presented after that
referred to the nett Legislature. and that,a
Clerk of the Dona* canee coplea of
to oe publlebed In ell daily and week],
J Pp"'
In this State until February 8, hit,
House of Bepreeentatlee*. Jan. 18. hit
and paaeed. Sent np for concurrence.
W. E. Bon,
clerk.
In Senate Chamber. Jan. It, H17. Bead ..e
00
passed. In concurrence.
rs

An act 1o authorize the hunting
and to extend the time of such

raccoons

hunting, with petition for same.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY IS 1817. at
No. SO. Resolve appropriating mom

THE

BOYSWAMTED

a

Druggists.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for const ip ation

Mr. and Mra

port

Blaiadell of New-

FOR

flounders
out of the State between October 1 and
December 15.
Rep. Redman yesterday introduced a

How’s This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Be ward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall’s Oatarrh Care.
F. J. CHENEY ft Co., Toledo, O.
We, the underelgned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 16 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions and financially able to carry ont any
obligations made by bis firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall’s Oatarrh Cure is taken Internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mncous
surfaces of tne system. Testimonials sent
free. Price76cents per bottle. Sold-by all

Carroll

Girls Wanted

|

of

Made a Start.
“Did you ever make a start on that
automobile you intended to buy?**
“In a small way only. We've laid in
a vacuum bottle, which, as my wife
'ruly says, will be a great convenience
m our long tours if we ever get an
automobile."—Pack.

improving.

SPECIAL

Scrap All

IN

—

THE

THE

WE

N

IWI8H
....

friends

Dickens, grand

is

2 p m.
Enver Peeke Wanted the
for the
te Himeelf.
construction of a screen st th- oulU t of Great
I here known Enver Peeke for eome
Pond, in the towns of Ift. Desert and Southwest Harbor, on ML Desert Island.
years now, seld e British rice consul
Shbbuan L. Bhmsy, Secretary.
Jrmalt Jtytlp OTantrt.
to e traveler who writes to an exPUBLIC UTILITIES.
change. The beginning of our friendThe Committee on Public Utilities, room
ships dates from the Young Turk revoIIS, will give a public hearing in its room at
lution of 1908. On the morning that
the 8late House, in Augusta, on
the revolution broke out In ConstantiWEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 14, 1817, at 2
p. m., on tbe following:
nople I went to the baaaars with a
No. 12. An act granting Chas. H. Scott the
guard of marines to eee that the shops
right to maintain a ferry across Egg. moggin
of British subjects were not attacked.
Reach in Hancock county.
Emery G. Wilson, Secretary.
I found the Hindus unmolested, but
By Melleo Tryoo, Clerk.
the shops of the Armenians, Jews,
work in carpet factory, Amsterdam,
Syrians and Greeks were being ruthN. Y. Learners paid #9 a week. Steady
Jttflaf 2C otters.
lessly plundered, and I observed men word, good wages, no labor troubles. Address
Box 497, Amsterdam, N Y.
dead or wounded lying on the pavesubscribers, Agnes Stockton Parsons,
ment or across the doors of shops they
Herbert Putnam and Corcoran Thom,
ail of tbe city of Washington, in the District
had tried to defend. The climax was
of Columbia, hereby give notice that they
reached when a hulking trooper came
have been duly appointed ezecutors of the
last will and testament of
staggering out over the body of a murARTHUR JEFFREY PARSONS, late of tbe
dered Armenian rug merchant, carryCity of WASHINGTON,
ing a sack of loot In one hand and with
in the District of Colombia, deceased, no
the other dragging by the hair a half
bonds being required by the terms of said
1 trip tElantrti.
will.
Said executors being resident out of
senseless girl of fourteen or fifteen.
the State of Maiue have appointed Luere B.
Four or five companions, all loot laden
Deaay, of Eden, Hancock county. Maine,
whose postoffice address is 86 Mam street. Bar
and yelling, reeled after him.
Harbor, Maine, as their agent for the purI had been ordered to refrain from
poses specified in revised statutes of 1903,
To sell vanilla
after school hours chap. 66, sec. 43, as amended
by public laws of
Interfering, except to protect British and Saturdays. flavoring
For #1 we will|send you 8 1915.
chap. 42. All persons having demands
subjects, and I was still hesitating bottles that retail for V> cems each. Send ; against the estate of
said deceased are depostcard ano we will send free sample bottle. sired to present the same for settlement, and
when an Ottoman cavalry officer galAddress \Vakbpield Extract Co., 8an
all indebted thereto are requested to make
loped up, leaped from his horse and bornville, N. H.
| payment immediately.
Agnus S. Parsons.
flung himself upon the soldier. A
Herbert Putnam.
Ellsworth and vicinity.
Agents; spare
vicious saber cut, shearing through the
Feb. 6, 1917.
Corcoran Thom.
or whole time, either sex.
The Fraterni- !
turban and scalp, sent the hulking ties, Richmond. Maine, insures men, women
subscriber hereoy gives notice that
wretch to the pavement. Instantly the and children against sickness, quarantine,
he
accident, accidental death.
has been duly appointed adminiscost
youthful Galahad stooped to raise the small; monthly benefit large. Monthly
Liberal com- trator of the estate of
mission; increasing monthly income; exORVANDO
fainting girl, and It was only by a cat- perience
COUSINS, late of LAMOINE.
not
necessary. The Fraternities in the county of
like spring that he was able to oppose leads aU competitors
Hancock, deceased, and
in Maine.
All
given
bonds
as
the
law directs.
any guard to a descending saber that
persons having demands against the estate
oi said deceased are desired to
one of the other loote"s aimed at the
EHantfO.
prest-nt the
samt for settlement, and all indebted thereto
exposed back of h's neck.
are requested to make
payment immediately.
chair, gate-leg table, and other old |
Feb. 6,1817.
A moment later he had backed Into
Krkd W. Cousins.
v?
furniture, brasses.
glass,
pewter,
an angle of the wall an.l was calmly
tufiel counterpanes, pink, green, blue or I
vellow and white quilts.
These
4Qbacriber hereby gives notice that he
meeting the furious but 111 directed at- be clean and in good condition. goons must i
Description
has been duly appointed administrator
and price.
tack of the ruffians.
Address—2 West Broadway
of the estate of
Me.
Bangor,
I wish the fight could hare gone on
WESLEY H. COUSINS, late of LAMOINE.
to a finish, for so coolly and adroitly
in the county of Haucock, deceased, and given
bonus as the law directs. All personshaving
special hotter*.
did the young officer stand his ground
demands against the estate of said deceased
that 1 am confident he would have outare desired to
CARD OF THANKS.
present tne same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
matched his clumsy assailants.
But
wish
to express our most sincere tomake payment
immediately.
thanks to Hancock friends and
my Jackies got out of hand and startFeb. 0. 1917.
Fkkd W. Cousins.
neighwho so willh gly assisted us in our reed in to equalize a contest that out- bors,
cent bereavement, and most
especially do we
raged their tense of sportsmanship. wish to thank EJU worth friends for services f|^HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
JL she has been
duly appointed execu*
The Bazoukies scattered at the sight rendered and their beautiful floral offerings. trix
of the last will and testament of
Mh. Charles E. Goodins.
of the ominously leveled bayonets, but
Mb. Merle F. Goodins.
RUFU8 R. EMERY, late of EDEN,
Mb. and Mbs. L. M. Scott.
it was a very angry Turkish officer
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
Ellsworth. Me., Feb. 7,1917.
A‘‘
given bonds as the laws directs.
who strode up to the big sergeant of
persons having demands against the estate
marines and in voluble French deCARD or THANKS.
of said deceased are uesired to present the
to express my sincere appreciation same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
manded to know what he meant by
to the many friends for their
are requested to make
payment immediately*
many kindmixing up in another man's tight.
nesses daring the long illness of
Feb. 8. 1917.
Alta V. Kmnby.
my husband;
also for the many floral tributes.
“I am K. of the British embassy,” I
Mbs. Clifford Royal.
interposed in halting Turkish. “The
subscriber
hereby gives notice that
Ellsworth, Feb. 6,1917.
he has been duly appointed adminismarines thought you were in danger
trator of the estate of
and with the best of intentions tried to
JENNIB SWANSON, late of CA8T1NE,
Insurance Statement*.
create a diversion in your favor.”
in the connty of Hancock, deceased, and
*T am Enver, captain in the Young
bonds as the law directs.
All persons
aving demands against the estate of said deTurk army,” ha replied stiffly in preceased are desired to piesent the same for
cise English. “In the circumstances
settlenaent, and all indebted thereto are reto make payment immediately.
your apology is accepted. As you and
Feb. ft, 1917.
Augustus Swanson.
these men appear to have wandered
away from that portion of the city
GUARDIAN NOTICE.
where protection has been provided
snbeoriber hereby gives notice that
he haa been duly appointed guardian of
for foreigners, may I not requite your
A8SETS DEC. 81,1916.
MARY
T. WITHAM of SURRY
kindness by conducting all of you safe- Real estate.
in the connty of Hanoock, and given bond as
Mortgage loans.
ly back to the British embassy?”
the
law
directs.
Collateral loans,
Bobbbt L. Witham, Guardian.
And, in spite of my protests to the Stocks and bonds.
in office and bank,
contrary, come be did. But be unbent Cash
Agents' balances,
LOYAL PROTECTIVE INSURANCE CO.,
on the way, and our meeting of that
Interest and rents.
BOSTON, MASS.
morning was the beginning of a warm All other aseete.

8* Plucky

_

counties

grip,

IT WAS HIS OWN FIGHT.

association chartered the
Golden Rod and went to Belfast
money to go with it.
Thursday evening where two games of resolve for an appropriation for building a
The resolve is framed in sach a way basketball were played against Belfast road around Chick hill, in Amherst and
as to obviate the danger of putting high school. The boys’ game was fast and Clifton; also a resolve for an appropriation
bond money into
non-permanent interesting. The Belfast boys won. Score: for the repair and permanent improveI ment of Jones’ bridge, Mariaville.
features of road construction.
Mr. 45-15.
In the girls’ game, the normal team
Redman is not in favor of building
SEAL COVE.
roads entirely with bond money, as qnickly manifested its superiority over
the Belfast team, which was to be expected,
The school improvement leagues
of
some people advocate, because much
since most of the normal players have had Seal Cove and South Seal Cove held a
of this construction would not outmore basket-ball experience than the Belsocial and sale of ice-cream and cake at
live the maturity of the bonds. But, fast
high girls, but in pluck and school the hall Friday evening, Feb. 2. A social
when we dig our way through the
spirit, the Belfast team held its own. The dance was a pleasing part of the evening’s
foreBts around Mann hill, and thereby score was 48—2.
enjoyment. Proceeds for school fund.
create a highway which will be used
Notice has been received of the Castine
Feb. 5.
N.
by generations five hundred years alumni dinner which will be held at
SOUTH BLUEHILL.
hence, be believes it is not unfair that Biverbank court, Cambridge, Mass., Feb.
we should distribute the burden of 17. The reception is at 6.45; dinner at 7.30.
Mrs. Harry Gray is visiting in Bluehill.
paying for this construction over a All graduates or students intending to be
Mrs. Belle Hinckley of Bluehill is workperiod of forty years, taking from present should send word not later than ing for Mrs. Charles Henderson.
Feb. 13 to Mrs. Bertha Sprague Peare, 153
current taxation of course a sufficient
Jan. 30.
,0.
Cedar street, Wellesley Hills, Mass. Paysum to pay for the surfacing and nonson Smith will address the alumni.
permanent features.
Alibi and Lullaby.
Feb. 5.
R.
This plan of bonding permanent
Magistrate—You are accused of atfeatures would work out well with a
tempting to mb a pedestrian at 2
PENOBSCOT.
o’clock this morning. What have you
tax of three-quarters of a mill, and
Mrs. Ida Wardwell returned Saturday
to say in your own behalf?
Prisoner
Mr. Redman believes it well to keep from a visit in Belfast.
—I am not guilty, your worship.
I
the highway tax down to this figure.
The students of South Brooksville high ran
prove a lullaby. Magistrate—You
IT the proposed mill tax bill as it Bchool will present “Red Acre Farm” at
mean an alibi.
Prisoner—Well, call it
now stands is enacted, it would mean the town hall Saturday evening, Feb. 10.
what you like, but my wife will swear
that one county would get the federal
Miss Carrie Qoss of Charleston was the that I was walking the floor with the
road each year and there would only week-end gnest of her sister Margaret at baby at the hour mentioned in the
be ♦186,000 left for State highway the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Varnum. charge.—Pittsburgh Telegraph.
The athletic

steamer

_

Clifford O. Royal died Friday at bis
home on Pine street, after an Ulness of
of
several months of a complication
diseases.
Mr. Royal was born in Ellsworth November 11,1851. a son of tbe late Samuel
and Lucy Royal.
He was the last survivor
but one of a family of eleven children, the
only survivor being a brother. Lather M.
Royal, of St. Paul, Minn.
For many year. Mr. Royal worked in
the livery stable of his brotber-in-tew,
the late George Osgood, and in recent
years bad been employed a. delivery clerk
for various stores.
He leaves a widow, two sons by a former
marriage, George and Ulmer Royal, both
of Massachusetts, and two step-sons
Hoyt Austin of Augusta and Herman
Austin of Presque Isle.
Tbe funeral was held at t he home Sunday afternoon. Revs. R. B. Matbews and
T. S. Ross officiating.

Water Co.
introduced

of

accompanied by his wife aod
Richard, the grandson, Edwin, a

officiating.

Rep. Snow has introduced a resolve appropriating f2,000 for work on the Bluehill-Bucksport road; also an act to extend
Rep. Harmon yesterday
bill to prohibit the shipping

sister

Mrs.
Florence Schondland of
Lawrence, Mass., and a sister-io-law, Mrs.
Mary Hill of Waterville, came to attend
tbe funeral, which was held this afternoon at tbe home, Rev. R. B. Matbews

to Verona.

the charter of the Bluebill

one

Backus

niece,

Mr. and Mrs. George Wardwell of Bel- j strance against the granting of a charter
fast are spending a week with their authorizing any portion of the town of
Verona to form a separate corporation,
daughter, Mrs. Stephen Cash.
The men e! the Congregational society and a remonstrance against granting a
will serve one of their famous suppers at charter for a ferry from Stockton Springs
the

children, only

tbe latter

any packages not so marked, the lobsters
shall be forfeited.
The act provides a
penalty of f25 fine for the shipper’s first
offence and |60 fine for subsequent offenoes
and a penalty of fSO.for common carriers
who shall transport lobsters in unmarked

packages.
Rep. Harmon has introduced an act to
amend the scallop law by repealing the
section which provides a special open
time from June 15 to September 15 in cer-

seven

her, Mrs. Louie* J.

The two sons, Dr. Edwin and Harold,

shippers;

Dr.

of

who

EUaworth.

j

foreign dip-

married

waa

survives

|

lomats at Washington, is preparing
for the war which it believes is in-

waa

Augustus W. Clark,

Irgislatibt Nrtirw.

FRANKLIN.
Mr*. Delias Tracj, who baa baen 111 o(

OBITUARY.

COL'STY (.OSSIP.

,_

__

National

THE

Surety Co.,

flven

New York, N. Y.

|

THE

friendship.

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

Striking Thought.

I
|

“Do you think that the automobile
will displace the horse?” asked the
conversational young woman.
“It will,” answered the nervous
young man as he gazed down the road,
“If It ever hits him.”—Exchange.

Admitted

assets,
$12,813£90 I]
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, me.
Metnnpaid losses,
$ 1,008,137 97
Unearned premiums.
3,780,723 87
All other liabilities.
610,966 08
Cash capital,
00
4£00,000
Snrplns over all liabilities,
4.418,773 80
Total liabilities and surplus,
$12418490 is

ASSETS DEO. 81, 1910.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
AH other assets.
Or
Net

an

s assets,
$009,8371
LIABILITIES DEO. 81,1916.
losses.

aid

VWpiMM,
over all

Surplus
Total

UubillUe.,

ltabllltlm and surplus.

LAMOIVR RKimiOM.

VABH DEMONSTRATIONS.

In Cambridge,
Teotb Annual Held
Haw., Cast Week.

The tenth anniversary o( the Lamoiue
nunion weooietion was voted by many
That
••the most ancoeeslul yut held.”
Cambridge i« central and eaav uf acceee
fact that nearly ninety
was shown by the
from greater Bojton gathered in
peraoDa
the Elks building Tueaday evening, Jan.

30 to renew old acquaintances among
ia dear aa “Home,
those to whom Lamoine
Sweet Home,” and to form new onee
with iboae who hold happy memories
of Lamoine aa an ideal spot for a summer

ftbbcrUumtnta

8AUDY PAUPERS.

N«w» o1 Interact to Hancock
County

(•Mw

Wemsn sf Vigo, Spain, (part
elaborate QolS Earrings.
Parhaps 70a labor under tba delusion
that tba
vocation la Ufa of a

Karmen.

[From the offlee

of the county agent, O. N.
Worden. Ellsworth. |

principal

handkerchief la to attaad at discreet
tntarrals tba noaa whan that accessary
faatura Indulges la a Uttla Marathon.
Mot so In Vigo, Spain. Tat handker-

■XTKNSIOW SOHOOLB.
Two more eztenaion schools are scheduled for
Hancockoonnty thieeeaeon-Ellsworth and Burry. Both of then
echoole
wUl bo in
poultry, and it ii
that

hoped
chief* are much more in evidence In
everybody Interne tod will attend, even
this quaint Spanish seaport than in
though their namea may not have been on
ear nasal Tanks* midst.
tbe petition!.
Hare, however, they ar* raised to an
The Ellsworth school ia scheduled for
exalted position far ahead of their
Feb. 22-8-4, at the rooms of the
vacation.
county plain usage of the westers world. In
At the businew meeting, Brneat L. •gent, and that of Burry for Feb. 28-7-8,
Vigo the/ cover the head of ever/ peasHodgkins was elected president tor 1917- at grange hall.
ant woman and even the infants In

was re-elected
13, and Anna M. Young
A letter and
secretary and treasurer.
telegram were read from tbe Lamoine
colony at “Bhore Acres” in Stuart, Florida.
All are greatly indebted to the efficient
secretary, Miw Young, who planned and
carried to a successful finish, a unique
Under her direction about
program.
twenty-five lantern slides were made of
Charming views of Lamoine end vicinity,
and wben these femiliar scenes were pre-

A similar school wes held at Hancock
Jan. 19,20 and 21, with an
average attendance per session of
forty-one. The school
produced immediate practical results.
Whoever is interested in poultry and fails
to attend these
poultry schools and to get
in touch with Ur. Monahan, misses an
unusual

What matter If th* cbUd lacks
even a scant/ slip is Its sole
sartorial effect? Alwa/s Its head la
careful!/ muffled from an/ advances of
th* sun b/ a bright hued handkerchief
carefull/ knotted under Its tender Infantile chin.
A Palsle/ shawl and a pair of elaborate filigree gold earrings are the two
other necessary adjuncts of a typical
Vlgoesque toilet In th* earring fashion as well as the handkerchief one
the infants of Vigo Invariably share.
Th* toddlers not only have Mg ears,
but they are also gold trimmed.
Even pauper women In filthy rags
begging by the roadside have ears ornate with golden baubles flaunted In
th* face of poverty.
The tatters of these few beggars are
the surprisingly few evidences of dirt
you detect In this picturesque Uttle fishing village. With Its steep, straggling
cobble streets climbing up characteristic Spanish steps to the top of its fortress topped mount It seems almost a
spotless town after th* unspeakable
sights and smells of Bahia.—Pittsburgh
arms.

shoes, if

opportunity.

POtJLITBT DEMONSTRATION.
One poultry demonstration has been
carried In Hancock county tbe past year
sented vivid'y by the atereopticon, they by C. C. Station,
Hancock, and the record
from
all
with
hearty applanae
present. of his birds for December
met
may be of specC.
A.
A.
T.
Reynolds,
J. F. Cooiidge,
ial interest. There are 348. birds in tbe
P.
and
N.
others
Bipprelie
Whitaker,
flock, being for tbe most part tthode Isrecalled various incidents brought to land Beds, with the exception of some
and
made
miud by tbe different pictures,
forty pullets of tbe Utility Maine Station
all hearts thrill with pride at the worth strain of Plymouth Rocks.
and true nobility of oar forefathers.
The expenditure for the month, which
Delicious refreshments were served by included a charge of
(17.50 for his own
the able committee, Mrs. J. F. Cooiidge, time, was (109.39. Interest on investment
Mrs. C. A. Reynolds, Mrs. Addie Reynolds is figured at the end of tbe
year, aa is tbe
end Mrs. A. T. Whitaker.
vslue of manure. Tbe receipts were (233.33
The following ware pnsent:
giving a gain for the month of (223.94.
Mrs Marcia Chamberlain, Mrs Cassie
While this is no great record, it is deKing, Muriel Linecott, H. B. Boynton, cidely better than can be shown
by a
Allston.
large majority of flocka tbroughout the
Mrs Fred Kendrick, Mrs Luther Mercounty, and sp-aks well for tbe class of
Press.
chant, Mrs A Lawrence Poor, F L Fay, Dr birds kept by Mr. Stratton.
His flock
T J King, Ltnwood Young and wife, Elton this
spring ia in better condition than it I
Ptrr, Anna Young, Boston.
has been at any time during tbe past tbree
CALLED THEM INDIANS.
Mrs Myra A Young, Jeaaa E Young,
years.
Brookline.
In addition to Mr. Stratton, John BowHaw the Rad Man af This Country
Marian M Baird, William P Clough and den will be one of tbe
Cama to Got That Naim,
poultry demonHelen
M
Edith
Crawford,
Googina, atrators of Hancock for 1917. Mr. Bowwife,
said the little girl who has
“But,”
B
Amos
Jarvis
and
A
Googins,
George
den baa some fine Rhode Island Red birds,
now reached the dignity of owning a
wile, Ethel M Porter, B L Rose and wife, and as part of his demonstration will run
geography, “why did they eall the peoWalter L Reynolds, C A Reynolds and a
progeny test to prove out tbs value of
ple they found in this country 'Indiwife, J K Tweedie and wife,
Mary! some high-biooded cockerels.
ans?’
The people who lire in India
Tweed le, Frederick
Tweedie,
Agnes
might to be called by that name."
NOTES.
Tweedie, Charles Walla, C R Young and I
Now, that was a racy appropriate
wife, Cambridge.
Plan to have a better flock of poultry
question for the little girl to ask. And
George W Bard and wife, Edith E Bard, j next year than you have now. It will
the answer to the little girl and to any
Derchester.
be time to mate up the breeding pens soon
other little girls and boys who may be
A T Whitaker and wife, Everett.
and to set the incubator or broody hens at
[tussled by the same thing la that CoMrs H J McNider, Edith McNider, Lexwork. Do not put more
than ten or
lumbus and his men didn’t start out to
ington.
twelve birds in the breeding pen and be
discover America.
They didn’t, of
Edmund B. Cousins and wife, Raymond sure that the rooster is a good one. If
; course, know there was any America
Cousins, Mrs Helen A Prince, Lynn.
have
not
a
line
on
what
you
already got
here. What they did bailers was that
Mrs Jennie M King, Louis D King. you want, further delay may mean die- ;
i the world was round and that by sallMalden.
The
knows
county agent
appointment.
; ing far enough they would come up on
Mrs Alice Gage, Ernest L Hodgkins and ! of a few sources of very disirable cockerels
I the other side. You all know now that
wife, Harold Hodgkins, Ruth HodgkinB, and hatching eggs.
what they believed Is true, but In those
Mrs Carrie Hoxie, Warren H Whitaker,
There remain at the office of the county
days most people believed that the
Mattapan.
agent about twenty ccpies of a farm ac- world was flat and that If a ship sailed
John W Whitaker and wife, Neponset. count book well
adapted to keeping a full far enough out Into the ocean It would
W L Stratton, Roslindale.
business. Nearly
record of the farm
fall off the edge.
N P Sipprelle and wife. South Wey- thirty farmers of this county have reColumbus said that if he took a ship
tncuth.
ceived copies of this book, with the
and sailed and sailed he would at last
Dr. Clarence King and wife, Emma intention of starting a
farm
record j come to India. Now, India was a very
Pezzine, Springfield.
January 1. o.he books may be secured j; rich country, and for hundreds of years
F E Brown and wife, J F Coolidge and upon request, on condition that they be !;
Europe had been trying to find an
wife, Mrs Celia Cushing, A J Gibson, used, and that at the end of a year a I easier way to get there, so what Co]
Alice M Hodgkins, L R Hodgkins and
written criticism of the book be given.
lumbus said apjiealed to a good many
wife, Ahbie Padelford, Mrs J R Patriquin Get a copy now and keep a record, for it merchants and traders, and Spain final1
and infant daughter, Grace Reynolds, will show the way to greater profits.
ly fitted out some ships for Columbus.
Waltham.
You all know that Columbus finally
Going to have a boys’ and girls’ club in
Mrs Addie Reynolds, Mrs W E Lyman.
No com- |i did reach America, but he lielieved he
your community this year?
Watertown.
rnunity is doing its duty by the boys and had sailed clear around the world and
Henry D Gerrish and wife, Clara ! girls which does not have an agricul- had come to India from the other side,
Phillips, Winthrop.
tural club for them. Plans of organization so he named the people he found on the
F W Cousins, Bangor.
And after It was
shore “Indians.”
and assistance in forming clubs will
Edward W Higgins, Blue Earth, Minn.
gladly be given by the county agent found that this was not Indin, but a
George H Coggins, Shirley T Holt, ! or by Martin A. Garland, Lakewood, i new world, people went on calling the
Lamoine.
Mountain Pomona people Indians because that was as
chairman of Green
good a name as any for them, they
grange extension service committee.
BLUE HILL FALLS.
thought.—Kansas City Star.

tO lbs.

Abram Duffee is cutting and hauling
from the R. O. Chatto lot.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Chatto of Brooksville are spending a few days with relatives here.
Jau. 29.
Crumbs.

KLLSWOltTH FALLS.

wood

Parker Clough has the sympathy of all
long illness.

in his

Edwin Allen of North Sedgwick met
with a mishap while driving through here
one

daj recently.

A shackle-bolt dropped
let the thills down on the horse,
which ran. The
occupants of the pung
were thrown out but not
injured. The
pung was badly smashed. The horse went
out and

Feb.

Crumbs.

o.

NORTH FRANKLIN.

Hervey
bor.

Mutch is working in Bar Har-

Miss Angie Ashe of East brook
week-end guest of relatives here.

was

a

Mrs. Annie Hooper, who has been quite
iil of grip and
tonsihtis, is slightly improved.

the cross road.
Feb. 5.

T.

2U&mi&cmnua.

A COMBINATION

THAT WORKS WELL
an

Immanaa Amount of Good.

ko other medicines possess such
curative properties as these two great
restoratives. Hood’s Sarsaparilla and
ron Pills- working together.
T^
1uey reach the Impure, lmpover:®“eu> Poisoned, devitalized blood, and
I”e y°,rn’ run-down, overworked, exsystem.
They awaken the
aid digestion, purify and
“PPefite, the
blood, give renewed
„~“ze to
the whole body, produce
r"®ngth
natural sleep, and a complete
restoration to good health. Two dollars
invested in these two medicines will
results than four dollars
.better other
any
course of treatment
«...
or

attendance.

ttwHi be wise to get Hood's Sarsaand Peptlron Pills today. They
so*a by all druggists everywhere,
•accept no substitutes. 200 doses *2.

English Is Bad Enough.
“Why talk of the difficulty of pronouncing Polish, Austrian, Russian or
Roumanian names,” says a writer in
the San Francisco Chronicle, “when
ninety-nine out of every hundred can-

Charles W. Smith is visiting in

Bangor.
Harold Crossman has gone to Searsport,
where he has

employment.

Adelbert Miles of Bangor spent Sunday
with his mother, Mrs. Leonard C. Jordan.
Lewis
who

are

home

not

Sunday.

Haynes and

been

home

Whitcomb
Bowdoin a few

scores

and

scores

of

Festunliaw, Dafcell as Bee-el, RuthAnd these are by no
as Rivven.
means the worst cases!”

Man's Perversity.
If the law were to edict that man
MOUTH OF THK K1VKR.
and wife should never lie together for
Mrs. Nell Sadler is ill. Her daughter, ] more than six months in the year it
would be broken every day and men
Mrs. Gladys McFarland, is with her.
and women would stand hunger and
Capt. David Closson has been conflned
for twelve
in the bouse five weeks with rhetnatism.
| stripes to come together
months In twelve- if love of home were
at
is
who
employed
Irving Closson,
made a crime a family life would arise
Green Lake, spent Saturday with his
more touching than anything Queen
;
family.
Victoria ever dreamed.—W. I-. Cieorge
Friends here of Charlie Smith of Tren- in Atlantic.
1

are

ness

grieved

to

hear of the serious ill-

of his wife.

Emery Maddocks is in poor health.
Mrs. Gilman Bickford has been visiting
Ellsher sister, Mrs. Herman Scammon,at
worth.

Mrs. Harry Seeds and infant son of Ellsworth spent a few dayB recently with
Mrs. William Richardson and family.
PHETTY MARSH.
Miss Velma Gray has employment at
Lyman Somes* in Mt. Desert.
Master Lewis Smallidge and Allen CarBartlett’s Ister spent the week-end at
land.
Frank Haynes and Sylvia Gray are visitMr. Haynes’ sister, Mrs. Nathan Gray,

ing
at

_

Happily Disposed Of.

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

purchase of Tea

Better order

to last

enough

Arrow Borax
Will do

more

Schools have been badly broken up by
the mumps.
the young
The new ball being finished,
rollerhave lots of amusement in

people

arare
skating and basket-ball. They
ball for Feb. 23.
a
masquerade
ranging
a
Feb.

Prejudice squints when It looks and
Ilea when It talks.

Can

.

9%c

lb 19c

...

6 bars 26c

Soap,

Prunes,

Money than

Choicest Santa

Clara, the kind that requires the least

Condensed Milk,
The

any other kind

the market.

on

lb 11c

....

•

sugar.

Can lOe

.

price is low, the quality high.

Warner’s Macaroni,

.

Pkg 8c

.

just received.

New Goods

Selected Peas,

Can

.

lS^c

Sweet and Tender.

Camp’s Catsup,

Tan

1 lb full

Argo Cornstarch,
14-oz

Hot. 19c

.

weight.

Pkg

•

.

5c

package, quality guaranteed.

GIVE US YOUR ORDER for

anything in GroWe will deliver

ceries, Fruits and Canned Goods.

them at your house without extra expense.

J. A. HAYNES
SOUTH

Commission fHerctjants.

EAST LAMOINE.

HANCOCK.

Smith, who has been employed at
Green Lake, with his team, is at home ill.

S. W. Sutton, who has been seriously ill, is much improved.

R. H. Young, w’lio is nearing his eightythird birthday, drove to Martin’s Ridge,

was
a
Town
guest of Herbert Davis over Sunday.
School closed Friday, after a successful
term taught by Miss Mildred Lord of

Mrs.

C. I*.

Friday,

a

distance

of

eighteen miles,

to

attend the funeral of Daniel Crabtree,
with the temperature twenty below zero,
returning the same night.

Nelson Walker of Portsmouth,
his

and

WANT YOUR
FARM PRODUCTS
Eggs, Live and Dressed, Poultry
Veal, Apples, Potatoes

this

Mrs.

place.

was

on

returning found her mother had

She
away sitting in her chair.
leaves two sons, George and Nelson, one

passed

is

daughter, Lizzie,

all of

^rafresionai CarOa.

Portsmouth;
brother, W. F. Des Isles of this place; one
sister, Mrs. Clarinda Hodgkins of Gott’s
Funeral

Island.

one

services

\L

L.

Feb. 5.

AREY—Bucksport, Jan 31, to Mr and Mrs
Hubert W Arey, a daughter.
BARRETT—At Cleveland, Ohio. Jau 26, to Mr
Barrett of Bluehill, a
and Mrs Basil E
daughter. [Barbara Ethel.|
CAMPBELL—At Brooksville, Jan 30, to Mr
and Mrs James Campbell, a daughter.
DORK—At Orland, Feb 2, to Mr and Mrs
Isaac F Dorr, a sou.
FULLER—At Bath, Jan 30, to Mr and Mrs H
Rae Fuller, a son.
GOULD—At Bucksport, Feb 3, to Mi and Mrs
H L Gould, a son,
HANSON—At Bucksport, Jan 19, to Mr and
Mrs Carl Hanson, a son.
STANLEY-At Swan’s Island, Jau 27, to Mr
and Mrs Austin G Stanley, a daughter.

BUCKSPORT.
of
;

[Madeline. |
YOUNG—At Brighton, Mass, Jan 26, to Mr
and Mrs Leonard S Young of Bar Harbor, a

|Charlotte Mary.]

IVIarblo

Memorials

at

Water Street

ELLSWORTH. MAINE
Artistic Designs, First class Work, Lowest
Prices. Libers] discount on msll orders.
Established Mtt.

years.

died Sunday at the age
He had been in failing

long

time.

Frank W. Ginn

fifty-five

health fora

Bucksport, and
painter. He was

of

Fellow
a

and

He

was

a

native

for years worked as a
a member of the Odd

Rebekah

lodges.

He

Following
to-day:

are

retail

H.

SPECIALTY

SCOT T

MADE'OK

DR. CHARLES B. DORON

|

OSTEOPATH

jI

Specialties: Nervous Diseases,
Diseases of Stomach.
Treatment and Consultation, by Appointment, in Ellsworth on Fridays.
Address, Pearl Bldg., Bangor, Me.
Telephone 1866M. Res. 212*R

1

leaves

widow.

KLI,S WORTH

I C K

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., ot rortaud, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

held at

were

Portsmouth, Wednesday.

BORN.

H.W. DUNN’S

of

^lTS

MERCHANT3

Her
unusually bright and cheerful.
daughter Lizzie, with whom she lived, Prices, Shipping Tags, Dressing, Packing
went from the room for a few miuutes, and Shipping instructions, etc.. sent re

employment.

and

N. H.,
body of

with the

in her usual health, and on
the morning of her death, Jan. 29, seemed

O.

Granite

BOSTON

mother, Armenia, widow of Charles

Walker

Miss Marie Simpson has gone to Cam-

daughter.

Thursday

Walker, formerly

_

Feb. 5.

here last

came

SOUTH BLUEHILL.

den where she has

1917

^MISSION

Surry.

George P. Haven, who has been tailing
Saturday
in health several years, died
morning. He was in his seventy-third
year. He was a carpenter by trade. He
was a member of W. H. H. Rice post, G. A.
R., and Pamola grange. He leaves a
widow and three grand children.
W.
Feb. 5.

Miss Della Cousins of Brooksville
visiting here.

1864

Charles fiedcliff of Old

—

Boston Transcript

Coffee.

through Housecleaning.

work for Less

North Penobscot,
COREA.

65c

.

The best coffee trade in Ellsworth.

“Mr. Beats," the grocer said wearily,
DIN l>.
“I ask you for the last time, will you
me?"
owe
Feb 6, William W
that
!
BRAGDON—At
Franklin,
$20
you
pay
Bragdon, aged 83 > ears.
“For the last time?” Beats replied
CLARK—At Ellsworth, Feb 3, Mrs Helen L
cheerfully. “I’m glad to hear you say
Clark, aged 81 years, 7 months, 16 days.
that, old man. You know, I was get- CRABTREE—At Franklin, Feb 1, Daniel W
Crabtree, aged 77 years, month, 26 days.
ask
of
hearing you
ting awfully tired
At Sedgwick, Feb 2, Horace N
New York DORITY
that foolish question!"
Dority, aged 80 years, 8 months, '5 days.
Times.
GINN-At Bucksport, Feb 4, Frank W Ginn,
aged 66 years.
HAVEN-At
Hancock, Feb 3, George P
An Old Coat.
Haven, aged 73 years.
Feb 4, Alfred Hoxey,
toHOXEY—At
live
I
Bucksport,
comfortably
and
My coat
aged 84 years.
gether. It has assumed all my wrin- MOON—At Ellsworth, Feb 6, Mrs Bloomfield
Moon, aged 47 years.
kles, does not hurt me anywhere, has
molded Itself on my deformities and Is PALMER-At Eden, Jan 80, Harry Palmer,
aged 34 years, 9 months, 26 days.
and
movements,
complacent to all my
ROYAL-At Ellsworth, Feb 2, Clifford G
I only feel its presence because It keeps
Royal, aged 62 jears, 2 months, 21 days.
Old coats and old friends WASGATT—At Mt Desert, Jan 4, Mrs Reme warm.
becca Wasgait, aged 89 years, 1 month, 29
are the same thing.—Hugo.
days.
Too Few.
Hub (during the spat)—I don’t believe In parading my virtues. Wife—I
don't see how you could. It takes
quite a number' to make a parade.—

or

Climax Coffee,

ven

days. John J. Whitney has been home
for ten days, ill of mumps.
!

.

.

Dutch Cleanser,

as

Eben

from

pronounce

English names? Just think of Bertie
pronounced ns Barty, Bilwyn ns Billon,
Belvoir as Beever, Featherstonbaugh

I. Gray and Forrest M. Basler,
employed at Green Lake, were

over

Kobert
have

ton

Preparations are being hastened for the
rebuilding of the mill on the Hardison
property. The new mill will be built on

Doing

Mrs.

Sugar,

With each 50c

j

<

SPECIALS

GROCERY

MARKETS.

prices

atfommnruuis.

Ellsworth

in

NXJRSE

COUNTRY PRODUCE.

Dairy batter, tb.

••

eggs, doz.
Fowl, lb.
Chickens, tb.

Fresh

38<j40
40

nissH. Elizabeth Googins,
24 Pine St, Ellsworth.

22
25

Hay, loose, ton. *123*15
VEGETABLES.

Potatoes, pk.
Cabbage, lb.

60
10

Beets, tb.
tb
Onions,
Carrots, tb.
FRUIT.
Lemons, doc...
Oranges, doz.
A FEW STAPLES.
Sugar, granulated, lb.

03

•••

powdered.
yellow.
Coffee, lb.
Tea, ft.?.
Molasses, gal.
MEATS AND PROVISIONS.
Beef, roasts lb
steak lb.
Veal, ft.
Lamb, ft.
Hams.
Bacon.
Salt pork, lb.
Lard, lb.

Telephone 65-2

Albert N. Cushman

10
02

Electrician and Contractor

20@80

Electric

20060

Telephone

07*3
80 @35
40 @65
40@60

16325
25340
18482
18@86

28@30
25480

18320
19@20

FLOUR, FEED AND GRAIN.
Floor, bbl. *9 00310.50
2.25
Corn, bag,(whole, cracked or meal,
1.9002.10
Shorts, mixed feed and middlings,
1.90
Oats, bag, 2| bu...

Supplies and Fixtures
Ellsworth

Estey Building,

071?
11

!

88-11

The merchant who fays he does not
believe in advertising, nevertheless
•olaces a sign over his door and deocrThe sign tells the
ates his window.
merchant is
vasser-by where the
located; the attractive window invites
That's adhim in from the sidewalk.
vertising, and good as far as it goes,
but it doesn’t go far enough—it doesn’t
get beyond the sidewalk. An advertisement in the local paper carries the sign
and the window to the homes of prospective customers, and pulls them
from the home to the store.

NEWS

('.U'XTV

WE8T FRANKUN.
Mrs. Annis Willey’s parents

visiting

an

Jher.

Mrs. Floyd
Brewer.

is

Sosromon

here

Mrs.
Nellis Sargent. The
chapter is invited to meet with Lookout
chapter Feb. 23.
Rev. D. W. Kimball baa returned from
Dexter where he was called by the death
of hie father.

from

Uary

Buzsell of Cherryfleld is with her
Jotham.
Charles Dwelley is St work with his
Mrs.

as

Jotham Buzzell has moved
P. W. DeBeck house.
Mrs. Charles Coombs has

rooms

at

the

recovered

from her recent illness.

K.

H.

ing tneir daugbter

id

Williams

are

visit-

Hancock.

Young and Frank Crabtree of
Hancock were id town Saturday to attend the fnnenl of Daniel Crabtree.
Kufua

g. Clark, who has passed his eightieth
friends with
his
selections on the violin with ability which
many a younger man might envy.
Echo.
Feb. 5.
S.

birthday, entertains

Nelson Pomroy

C.

R. A. Bracy went to Bangor to-day.
Norma Stanley is home from Athens,
where she

bas^been teaching.

Mrs. B. C. Blake of Brooklin was the
guest of Mrs. G M. Means last week.
There will be a dance at Riverside hall
10.
Music
by
Saturday nigbt, Feb.
Sts pies“-orchestra.
The students of the Brooklin high
school gave the play, "All s Mistake,” at
Riverside hall Saturday evening. There
was a .dance after the play.
The funeral of H. N. Dority was held at
the house Sunday afternoon. Rev. D. W.
extended
More
Kimball
officiating.
notice of his death appears elsewhere in

this paper.

EGYPT.
is

last week.
_

team for Walter Darres.
into

reported

Worms Sap Children’s Health
why
hardy. 1b a Teat Bomber
is—Worms.
-HQ| ei
Signs of worms are: Deranged

11m
upper
stomach, swollen
sonr stomach, oleuin breath,
hard and mil bell; with occasioaal griplngs apd pains abont
the navel, pale face ol leaden
henvy and dull.
tint, eyes
urn twitcbicfr eyenax, ltcDiog of
ibtf uuse, itching of the rectum, short dry
cough, grinding of the teeth, little red points
sticking out on tongue, storting daring sleep,
slow fever.
Dr. True’s Elixir, the 80 years' time-tried
Family Laxative and Worm Expellee will
expel the worms and restore the vim and vigor
No better Laxative made for
to your child.
young or old. Mr. Horace (Jhenery of Belmont, Maine, reports that he buys 13 large
85c, 50c and 01.00 at all
bottles at a time.
Advice free. 8pecial treatment for
dealers’
tapeworms.
inforWrite for
mation.
______

tents

John F. Clark fell
cently and broke her right

an

Au ban. Nolle.

NEWS.

COUNTY

J.
an

the ice narm above the

on

Spkc.

Feb. 5.

HANCOCK POINT.

Egypt

on

wrist.

SEDGWICK.

employed

in

J. W.

Mn. Nellie Bobbins, who has been ill,
is improving.
Eventt Pert spent the week-end with
his sister, Mn. Lester Conary, at Bluehill
Falls.
Columbia chapter, O. E. S., held its
rsfnlar meeting Feb. 2. Refreshments
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
were served by
A Seventy-Tear Old Couple
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Carpenter, Harrisburg,
Pa., suffered from kidney trouble but have
been entirely cured by Foley KidDey Pille.
He says: “Although we are both in the seventies, we are as vigorous as we were thirty
years ago.” Foley Kidney Fills stop sleepdisturbing bladder weakness, backache,
rheumatism.—Moore’s Drug Store.

A. Tafts and

wife

returned

Arthur Lounder has gone to
work.
Mrs. Daniel Gallison has returned to
Arthur Loander’s.
William Crabtree, who has beeu very ill

to

shingles,

is

improving.

Mrs. William Gallison has
gone to
Brownville to spend the winter with Fannie Gallison.
A.
Feb. 5.
_

MT. DESERT FERRY.
W. P Clark, who has been home from
past week, returned to-day.

Uaaset the

Word

was

received last

week of the

death of Eben Rowe at his home in RockHe leaves s wife, who was
port, Mess.
formerly Miss Annie Wilkinson of Hancock.

C.

Feb. 5.
For

a

Abel be, returned from Gar-

Arthur

diner, where be bu been employed.
B. a Havey and Hugh Havey enjoyed a
Oak Point lew daya’ fishing at Tonic pond last week.

have

home.

ol

Harold Bridges is
Paris’ ston.

»

WEST SULLIVAN.

bay.
gelden Smith and George LinBCOtt
shipping bo* wood by nil to Bangor.
Mrs.

their children

Mothers often woodsr

ere not ragged end
of cesea itae trouble

ill.

.About ttity smelt

feat

a*oi*

at the

night operator

Feb. 3.

sod

Jir. and Mrs.

Nevells is

central office instead of Florence Y oung,

mild, easy action of the bowels,

a

single dose of Doan's Regulets is enough.
Treatment cares habitual consy pation. 35
cems a box. Ask your druggist for them.

The Christma, Pr«eent club waa entertained by Mr*. W. P. Goodwin Tuesday

evening.
The Golden Bnle society was pleasantly
entertained by Mrs. a H. Springer Wednesday afternoon.
There

was no

day, jawing

service at tbe church Sunot tbe pastor,

tw tbe illneea

Rev. Richard Moyle.
Armand Joy returned to U. of M. Saturday, after spending a few daya with bis
parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. a. Joy.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur White have returned borne, after a few weeks at East
Sullivan and Snllivan Highlands.
Tbs Christian Endeavor sociable et tbe
borne of Mrs. Nelson Bunker Friday evening was a success in every way.
There vh a program of muaic and readings. Refreshments ware served by tbe
ladiee of tbe society. About f7 waa realised.

—Advt.
HIGH SCHOOL NOTES.

atobertismunt*.

11.1.

Commencing Feb. 5, daily rehearsals
will be held after school boors for tbe
operetta, “Isle of Cbanee,” which will be
given early in March.

HEALTH

Tbe senior Englisb class baa entered tbe
Independent Magatine contest. A medal
is to be awarded for the beat eaaay on a
short story wbicb will be published in tbe

IS EXPENSIVE
aad aiaay doctor bflli art imntn—ry. If roar Kver tm
active eod your Kysteca free of note matter you omp
rarely be ack. Far coaotipation. beeyineec, bedbeeaA
mod dicatiTC dieturbmaem. mo a food laxative

Manalin Tablets

are

magatine.
The anbject for tbe debate Feb. 9 is:
“Resolved, that the Governor of Maine,

Ideal

They taste Hka candy, rtfm effectively, and form no bod habita.
Tablets door op tho ayatem. Ofarcomo catarrh. restore tho appetite aad tooe
up the eyetem. The two are great aide to

PARMENTER & POLSEY
Animal

with tbe advice and consent of bis execcouncil, should have tbe power to
remove connty attorneys wbo are delinquent in the performance of tbeir duties.”
This is a live queetion, tor a bill baa already been introduced in tbe legislature
providing that the statutes should give
the governor tbia power. An interesting
debate is expected.
Une Amie.
Feb. 6.
utive

Terms* Co.,

fertilizers

Beit result! are obtained by the use of natural plant foods Fermenter & Policy Animal Fertilizers made out of BONE. BLOOD and
MEAT with chemicals are the most natural and effective. They enrich
the soil, keep it fertile and insure big crops every year without the uae
of potash. See our dealer or write for our free booklet of 1916 results.
PABMENTER A POLSEY FEHT1UZEH CO„ Boston. Uses.

POWERFULand PRODUCTIVE

NORTH ORLAND.
Mrs. Warren

Moore and little daughter
Mass., for tbe

bare gone to Cambridge,
rest of the winter.
Mrs.

Bernice

Bates

Island Falla
and Mrs. James Gibbon.
Jan. 29.
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Sleep
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A better recipe, for health and comfort
i.I! times is total abstinence.

at

cheering, healthful, non-disturbing, delicious
beverage, use
I

A Farmer’s
Son
His Father and Mother
Stood by Him With
Parental Affection

or a

POSTUM
“There's

a

Reason’*

heart.
There was a visit from the sweetheart after this to ask for a draft of
fl&50. which convinced me that Tom
had accepted the last amount she had
sent him. Then one day the old farmer came In pale and trembling, evidently Just out of a sickbed, with the check
of a mortgage company for J1.000. He
asked for a draft In exchange for It
payable to this vampire of a son. We
bankers make It a rule to mind our
own business, but I had reached a
point where I could no longer refrain
from warning this poor old man.
“So you have mortgaged your farm
to send money to your son?” I said.
“Yes; Tom's In powerful need of

By GREGORY MOORE
They say that doctors and clergymen
see more of humanity as It Is than any
other class of men. but I question if
the endless panorama of incidents
typifying the different phases of human life Is witnessed by any class that
every day passes before bankers.
Sometimes whole stories are enacted
before us spread over a term of years.
I am the repository of one such story
that I watched from Ita beginning to
Its climax.
One afternoon a weather beaten old
farmer with silky white hair scattered
over his bead came to my desk and.
palling out a wallet asked for a draft
on Denver for $300 In favor of Thomas
Williams. He counted out the money,
and then, having nothing to do while
the draft was being prepared, began
to tell me the beginning of this story.
“I'm sendla' the money,” be ssid,
“to my boy out In Colorado. He went
out there a year ago, takln' some
money with him'that 1 give him, but
he basn't'had much Uck. and it's all
First he got sick; then when he
gone.
got well he went prospectin' and
struck sotuepln that looked good, but
some other fellers J imped his cWlm.
whatever that means, and took it all
away from him.
“Then Tom got sick agin and went
to a horseplttle and stayed there three
months. Now he’s got out of the
horseplttle and look In' about for semepin. I’m sendln' ibis money, to give
him a chanct. Toni's his mother's pet,
and she lays swnke nights won yin'
I'm mighty fond of the
about him.
boy mysetf somehow.
“When he got oM enongh to wo»k I
wanted him to kelp me on the farm.
He tried It for awhile, but I see purty
quick he didn’t take to it. He was
too smart to be contented to follow a
plow same ’s his father, who didn’t
So I (ays
never get no education.
to him OMe day. ‘Tommy, reckon you’d
better go to the city and work that
a-way. This don’t suit you.' He was
mighty well pfetsed at that. Xt almost broke mo's heart to part with
him, but she kuovred It was better for
him and let him go.
“Tom didn’t like It in town so well
Leasts ways
as he thought tie would.
he didn’t stay long in the place he
went into.
They must 'a thought a
heap of him, though, for they raised
his salary twl«e. so he wrote we. But
he got into a fl fht with one of the head
clerks and got himself discharged. He
said the head clerk accused him of
stenlln' «o:ie Money.
“Tom
tllus an ambitious little
chap, and alter leavin’ Ills pluce he
concluded h»'l go west and try and
do somepin I ig, for ma and me agin
we got too oi 1 to work. So we scraped
up $500 and give it to him, atnl he”—
At this moment a clerk laid the
farmer'a draft on my desk, and the
first chaprw of his story was liuished,
for he begs a to count over bis soiled
and torn l,Ms, now and again wetting
his thumb ua bis lip ns he turned them
up.
Then, leaving them to me and
carefully fulling his draft, ho put it in
his wallet, -rammed the wallet down
into the butt -»m of his pocket and with
a "Gooilby, Sir. Cashier." left the bank.
The serene chapter of the story is
very shurr. "'here is hardly enough in
it to make a chapter, but there Is a
good deal beueath the few words required to telt it. A girl of eighteen
came lo the honk, laid down fjl, nearly all in silver- coin, and asked for a
draft to cover t lie amount.
“To whom v ill you have It made
payable?" I ask-d. *
“Tom WilhacM." in a s h. voice, almod

admirable of
for
recipes
good, healthy
nir ,t-sleep is the abstaining from
ccdee (and tea) at the evening meal.
Or.e of the

B.

Allen's Foot-Base for t.nejTroops.
Many war"zone hospital, have ordered
Allen's Foot-Ease, the antiseptic powder to
shake into the Shoes and sprinkle in the foot*
bath, for nse among the troops, because it
gives rest and comfort to tired, aching, swollen, tender feet and makes walking eaay. At
druggists everywhere, 36c.

“Give Me Men

—Julius

mv, tat bop* to send him *om*
We bad some money
bim* by.
saved up for old age, but we’ve been
a-drawln' on It for Tom, and thla l*
all there is left”
When she went out with her draft
I found myself boiling with Indignation at this worthless scamp who was
sucking the lifeblood out of his old
father and mother—even his sweet-

gHurtisauma.

Clapp >nd

a

wc:s;-ei'

I e^deied (lie dra't made out, and
the girl stood watting.
>'i 11 k e the
farmer, she didn't teil all 1 would have
liked to know, >■0 1 usaed:
“Is Tom Williams your brother?”
“h o.” she rev led. lookli.it down on
the floor.
I had not likeC the Indications as to
Tom's cliartu ter as th
appeared in
his father's arconnt of him, and now
that money was going to him from his
sweetheart 1 he-tan to despise him. 1
handed the rlrl the draft and had a
good opportunity to study her, for Bhe
never once looked up nt me. She went
out with It nt.<ge<l up against her
heart, as tbongv. she loved it because
she had saved it for Torn.
My next visitor In behalf of Tom
She stood by my
was his mothei
desk emptying on it from a carpetbag
a lot of bills tad silver and copper
coins. Not kD owing who she waa, I
asked what I should do with the money, and she said. “Send it to Tom.”
By this time 1». as not likely to forget
Tom and asked if she wished a draft
for Thomas WJllams.
She said she
I turned her funds over to a
did,
clerk to count and he reported that
they amounted to *643.47. I ordered
the draft to be made out, placed a
chair before the old lady and said,
with a view to my enlightenment:
“Mr. Williams pretty busy nowa-

days?”

“No,

pa ain't busy. He’s sick. I with
We had our boy here to help ns. He’s
out in Colorado perspectln’. He says
he’a struck a mine or a-goln' to strike
a mine or somepin and wants some
money for grubstakin' or somepin like
that.
We’re sendin’ him all we kin

money. The mine he thought was goin' to turn out so fine petered out He
says It closed up as he went down Instead of openin'."
“And you hwt all the money you sent
him for the development?”
“Yes. we lost It” replied the old man.
with a tremulous voice.
“Aren't you afraid you’ll lose this
too?"
“I dnnno. Tom's got another mine.
He says he's sure o' this.”
“Of course It’s no bustness of mine,
but I don't like to see you, an old man,
mortgaging your farm to send money
to ■* son who should be giving you
money Instead of you giving It to him.
Suppose you can't pay the Interest on
the mortgage when It la due. You wllT
lose your farm."
The old man stood wiping his face
with a bandanna handkerchief, the picture of misery.
“I know wlint yer moan,” he said,
"but raa she won't keep back anything the boy want*. She never did.
I alwaya told her ahe'd spoil him.”
"I’m afraid she has spoiled him. You
should know that your son Is not wast-

ing your money at gambling or something like that and telling you that he's
on the verge of making a fortune In a
mine before risking any more money
him.”
"That’s what I tell ma."
At this moment the draft was laid
before me, but Instead of handing It
to him I said:
“Hadn’t you better think this over?"
He stood, his eyes fixed on vacancy,
slowly swaying or tottering, and I
knew there was a great contest going
on In his mind.' His love for his boy
on

conquered.

j

A Head Full
of Ache
There
but the

many forms of head*,*
sick headache i, ,b o u
t
it once

are

worst ever.
When
vou, it lasts a good
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while, unless
know how to get rid of it. Sick »oH
head
ache usually comes from the
stomach
or liver
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before the head can be rclievc
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NOTICK or FORECLOMURK.
HERKA8 Frank P. Gray of Penobscot
In the county of Hancock and State of'
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated November
37. In the year of oar Lord ona thousand nine
hundred and one, aud recorded in Hancock
coonty. Maine, registry of deeds, book 39
to the trustees of the
Bine*
page 916, cobveted
hill school fund, a certain lot or parcel of land
almated In said Peuobscot, and hounded and
described as follows, 10 wit:
Beginning on
th> northeast Bldg ot the road leading from
Penobscot to Brroksvtli* on land owned by
•
Herbert P. Gray, at stake a**d stones; thence
northeasterly b/ said Gray's land to stake and
stones and said Gray's land; thence northwesterly by said Gr.j’s land to a yellow birch
tree; thence southwesterly by said Gray’s
line as the fence now into stake and stones on
said road; tkeacesoutheasterly by said road
to place of beginning, together with buildings
thereon standing, containing four acres more
A nd whereas said
or less.
mortgage de-d was
duly asalgned for a valuable consideration to
the undersigned, Otis W. Gray of Penobscot
aforesaid, which assignment Is dsted December 6. s. d. 191ft. and recorded in Hancock
•nasty registry of deeds, hook 5it, page 399and whereas the conditions of said mortgage
bars been broken and remain so, now, therefore. by reaeon of the broach of the conditions
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said m >rtgagf
and give this notice as provided bv the
statates of Maine.
Oris W. Gaav.
By Maiciuos Cossar, attorney.
January tt, 1917.

w*

NOTICE or r«»HECLONl7KE.
Bosinda F Wedge and Fd
Cranberry it es.
coerty.
b> their mortgage
deed, dated the iweuly ninth day of May. tag,
and recorded In ike Hancock count\. viaine,
regiatry of drede. book »t. page 40*. conveyed
10 Ueorge O. Johufou, late ol Mourn De-ert,
in said Hancock county, daceaaed. tbe t. Ilowlug deacril ed real estate, to wit:-A certain
lot or parcel of lae< situate 1 on C-an erry
Inland, in tbe town of Cranberry Isles,
bounded and described ae follows, 10 wit:—
Commencing at a stake and ttonet ou tbe
easterly aide of the town road on shM Cranberry Islri; thence north **-vent.v-s1x degrees
forty-dee minutes eart,ten rode to a stake and
atones; thence north thirteen degrees and
fifteen minut* s west eight rods to a atake and
atones: thence south advent y-six dogrt s and
forty-five minuteaweet ten rods to a stake and
atones on the easterly ante of said town road;
thence southerly by the easierly side ol said
town road eight rods to point coaa nenceii at,
and containing one half of an acre, together
with the buildings tb» reou. a d being tbe
same premises deeded
to said
Wedge by
George O. Johnson. And whereas the condition of said mortgage has r>efn broken, now.
therefore. I, Frank A. Johnson, tieutor «.f
the last will and t as lament of sai i George O.
Johnson, late of said Mount Deaert. deceased,
by reason of the breach of condition thereof,
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage, and
give this notice for that purpose
Faasa A. Jounhok.
executor of the last will and
testament of George O. Johnson, deceasedCranberry Isles. Me., January 20.1017.
ward Wedge, both of
WHEBBAS
Hancock
Maine.

“I'm "bilged to yon, Mr. Cashier, and
mebbe you're right, but I alius believed In my Tom. and I can't go hack on
him now.”
I handed him the draft, and he scuffled slowly out of the hank.
The old man must have borrowed all
NOTICK or rOKBTLOSl'BE.
he could on his farm, considering the ’VITHEREAS Perley Kane of Brook 1 in. H*n
cock couuiy, Maine, by his mortgage
Tf
transaction as a sale, for lie failed to deed, dated the second day of April, a. d. 1001.
and
in the Hancock com ty registry
pay the first Interest that fell due on of recorded
de-ds, book 86u, page 48a, cooveyed to me,
the mortgage. I knew this. I>> ause I
the under Signed, a certain parcel of re.»l t-s
tate situated
in Brooklin. alor* said, ami
saw in a newspaper a loyal no.lee of
; bounded ss follows: “A certain lot or parcel
foreclosure proceedings on Ids farm.
of land s't sled in tbe town of Brooklin being
seveut)-seven on the plan of
“Well.” I sighed, laying down the apartoflotNo
s»id town of Brooklin, bounded as follows,
paper, “the old man has given hi« viz:-Beginning in the line at a stake and
that separates land of Edward P- Herhome to his reprobate son.
lie has stones
rick from that of Geo. W. Herrick not far
nothing more to give. I shall not suf- from Emtnertaus Cove ao called, thence north
the
fer again at seeing 1dm come Into the forty-two degrees wsst to the water of
aforesaid cove, thence southwesterly ronnd
bank to do what I can't prevent his by tbe water to land of Geo. W\ Herrick,
thence north sixty-eight degrees east fortydoing.”
five rods, thence north forty-one degrees east
On the street the same day I met to the place of beginning, thence north fortythe young girl who 1 was sure was two degrees west one rod to a stake and
stones, thence northeasterly parallel with the
Tom's sweetheart. I stopped her and line that separates
land of Edward P. Herrick
from land of Geo. W. Herrick and Edwin
asked:
Parker to the county road near Edwin Panz“Is Farmer Williams turned out of er's dwelling house, intended as a road from
tbe last named starting place to the aforesaid
house and home?”
county road;” and whereas the condition of
“Not yet, sir."
said mortgage has been broken, now, therefore. by reason of the breach of the condition
"But he will be?"
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mort“I suppose so.”
gage.
Edward B. Kane.
“Has his si n sent him anything to
By Pbtbi.s A Crabtree,
help him';"
his attorneys.
Dated, Brooklin, Maine, Jan.24,1917.
He wrote to say that he
“No, sir.
was awful s rry to see the farm go.
NOTICK OK FORKCLO'UKK.
hut he oul l not help it."
Herman A. Grindle of Penobscot, in tbe county of Hancock and
“H'mi I>o you think a son who will
State of Maine, by hia mortgage deed dated
treat his father and mother like that May 19. a. d. 1913, and recorded in Hancock
would treat a wife any better?"
registry of deeds i
took 533, page 91, conveyed to us, tbe undersigned, a certain lot or
Tears came into her eyes.
I was parcel of land situs'ed
in Penobscot aforeashamed at giving her this useless said, and bounded and described as follows,
on the main road, six feel
viz:—Commencing
pain. I walked on.
I from south corner of E. R. Bowden’s house;
About a month utter tills a strapping thence north
degrees east 6 rods to a
east 2 Hi
stake; thence north IS1*} degrees
young fellow with a fine, manly face rods to a s ake; thence north
50ifl degrees
came into the bank and said he wished west to highway; thence on highway to first
mentioned bound, with all
thereon;
to open an account.
1 assented, and and whereas the conditionbuildiigs
of said mortgage
has been broken, and remains broken, now,
he made a deposit f $40,506.
therefore, by reason of the breach of the con“Will you please leave your signa- dition thereof,
we claim a foreclosure of said
ture In this book?" 1 said.
He took mortgage and give this‘notice for that purpose.
Grorgb P. Leachup a pen and wrote:
Nora M. Leach.
“Thomas Williams.”
By Forrest B. Snow,
January 22,1917.
their attorney.
“You Tom Williams?" I exclaimed.
subsciiber nereby gives notice that
“Yes. What do you know about me?"
he has been duly appointed executor
“Son of Farmer Williams?"
of the last will and testament of
MARY J. ELDRIDGE. late of BUCK9PORT,
“Yes."
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
“Sold your mine?"
given bonds as the law directs. All
“Yes; I’ve sold a mine in Colorado, having demands against tbe estate persons
of said
for
or two-thirds of it.
This money I'm deceased are desired to present the same resettlement, and all Indebted thereto are
leaving with you is the first cash pay- quested to make payment immediately.
ment. There are two others of $50,Bangor, Jan. 22. 1917.
P. H. Gillin.
000 each.”
subscriber hereby gives notice that
“Has your father's farm gone to the
he has been duly appointed administramortgagee?”

WHEREAS

THE

THE
tor of the

estate of

“No; I'm In time for that I was WILLIAM L. WHITE, 8a., late of BUCKSafraid I wouldn't be, though.
PORT,
AnyIn the county of Haaooek, deceased, and
way, I'd have bought it back.
If it
bonds
All gerthe law directs.
hadn’t been for the money father sent given having asdemands
against the esfite
me I couldn’t have carried the deal of said deceased
are desired to
present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
through. I expected the farm to go thereto are requested
to make payment imfor the mine.”.
“And the young girl to whom we
gave drafts payable to your order?"
He colored and said: “It's in with
the rest but she and I’ll be one
anyI shall transfer two-thirds of
way.
this deposit to father. I took him and
mother in for thirds.”
I went to sew the old farmer and his
wife and found them jubilant.
“I
told you I had confidence In
my
boy,” the farmer said. .“He was always straight”
I attended Tom Williams’
wedding
and kissed the bride. I couldn’t
help it.

mediately.

Jan. 17 1917.

William L. Writs, Jr.

guardian notice.
subscriber, Leon H. Brown, hereby
gives notice that he has been duly appointed guardian of
ABBIB SOU8Y of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hanoook, and given bond as

THE

the law directs.
Ellsworth, Jan. ID. 1917.

Lhow H. Bbqwn.

PAUPER NOTICE.
contracted with the City of EllsHAVING
worth to support and
for those who
care

m»J

assistance during five yean begin-

of
II Ellsworth,h I 191ft, and are legal residents
forbid all persons trusting them
on

my account,

as

plenty of room and
them at the City
Arthur B. Mitohmll.

there is

to care for
j Moonmodatlons
Farm house.
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niost enjoyabie
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Misa Staples received
many pretty

Feb. 6.
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Mr.

time.
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of .Mrs. Vinton Gray, Saturday,
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honor ol Miss Anbie g spies’
jan 27, in
Games and music were enjoyed

birthdayafter which relreshtorii'd ibe afternoon,
served. All report a phaaant
int-nts were
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A BIG NAVAL EVENT STOP THAT ACHE!

v

SOUTH HAN 'OUK.
Fred Richardson nr Sullivan
spent a few
days recently with his sifter, Mrs. Arthur
Smith.

Launching

of the First

of Our

The friends of H. M.
Hodgkins, who has
ill ol neuritis, are glad to see him out
again.

Yeung

fjOUT FURS.
Fointu /.bu-L V
i:e
Pols
Thic

Don’t worry and complain about a bad
back. Get rid of that pain and lameness!

Warship

Use Doan’s Kidney Pills. Many Jfil'swfortb people have used them and know
how effective they are. Here’s an Ells-

fjation.

been

SHE WAS

THE UNITED STATES
Word has been received of the birth of a
son (Robert
Wood) to Robert Diver, and
wife ot Port end.
Mrs. Diver is the It Was a Great Day In Philadelphia
of
John
daughter
Wood, who for a time
V/hon Our First Naval Vessel Built
owned and occupied the late Jeremiah I
Under the Constitution Slid Into the
Wooster homestial.
Water on May 10, 1797.
Jan. 30.
W.

worth

Falls

;

C. W. Smith, prop, blacksmith shop.
State St., Ellsworth Falls, says: “I used
Doan’s

Kidney

Pills

several years ago.

I

criming.
very r.refr! and becoming I
in a thousand ways,
being as inucu favored for trimmings
It is the general
as it is for sets.
choice for collar and cuffs and trims
profusely many a “Hudson bay seal”
f
f"r

NEWS

erves

In novelties long black monkey Is a
Paris fad for trimming dresses.
This long fur appears in numerous
ways, hut as a fringe on evening gowns
it is most conspicuous.
Fox set3 are fairly classic.
Silver fox is one of the handsomest.
Fisher is a magnificent choice, hut It
is a rather heavy fur. a good sized set
being somewhat weighty.
Russian fitch, cream and brown,
makes a handsome set. The long stole
and the mufT are made up in the mode
and most approved for sable sets.
The beauty and richness of fur* are
Indeed a delight.

notice:

Just to Show How Modish No Trimming May Bo.
Tall crown, narrow drooping brim
and no trimming over a band of
draped Joffre blue velvet give this

begin

1

50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial sine, 25c.
At dealers or sent by Fruit-a-tivee
limited, Ogdensburg, New York.

j

NORTH BROOK8VILLE.
Monday evening, Jan.22, the O. E. 3 inPenobscot chapter
stallation took place.
The officer*
was invited to be present.
were installed in an impressive manner by
D. D. Q. A. C. Belva Wardwell, assised hy
W. M. 1 ella Bridges as marshal and Mrs.
After the inA. Hutchins as chaplain.
a
stallation,
pleasing entertainment
direction of Mrs.
was given under the
Stella Lymburner. The program: Duet,
Hazen Qoodell, Phebe Weasel; readings,
Laura Jones, Mrs. Bradeen; piano solo,
Pbebe D. Weasel; reading, Marion Blodgett; duet, Hazen Qoodell and Phebe D.
Weasel; tableau and song- •‘Homeskeues”
Barker Blodgett, Alvin
Mr. Bradeen,
Qoodell, Laura Jones, Lizzie Dow. Fidelia
Dow, Marion Blodgett; origins! iotm
“A Dream of the Universe,” Stella Lymburner. A feature of the evening was the
presentation of a past matron’s jewel to

!

NATIONAL

Jonea, who expressed her thanks
ciation m a pleasing manner
Refreshments were served.
C.
JaQ. 29.

Laura

and appre

F. W. Qray is improving in health.
A. Qoodell has been in Boston tie

A.

:

past week.
Chester Webber U*t one of ha «Oik
horses recently.
E. E. Steele cut his idol oadiy while at
work in the woods.

Get Your Name in the

Ntw

Mac Lie Bros..have purchased tht lu.nuer
the George Farnham lot.

on
SIMPLE CHABli.

Telephone Directory

YOU

into

the Directory

Orders taken at the local office

or

by telephonin

New England Telephone &

the local manager

Telegraph Co._

bone blood meat
the ■<>«'■ fertility. feed th. crop «nd rake
A mom
A1UW—it profitable, put veil in condition lor *uccccd-ng
and increase the ▼aloe of the land, all without the uae of potash.
MPATand hifti-tfrade cS-rnicala-^roreal
Fertlliaera—BONE,
W0Cft' See our dealer and BLOOD.
write am for "Fertilizer Facta lor ITofitauic l arming.

THEIR

nun

fex

tTIUZCa COMPANY. Bo
lna«k at

0mm1UUM4 AMdwtai

Co.

A Quick Decider.

Clerk—The firemen turned the hose
In our basement, sir, and drenched two
piles of that silk dress goods. Merchant—Advertise a big sale of watered
silk right away.—Boston Transcript.

Long ailments wear out pain and
long hopes joy.—Stanislaus.

CONQUERS RHEUMATISM
IN A VERY FEW DAYS
established fact that one-half
teaapoonful of Rheuma taken once a day
baa driven the pain and agony from thousands of racked, crippled and despairing
rheumatics during the last five years.
Powerful and sure; quick acting, yet
harmless; Rheuma giveB blessed relief
almost at once.
The magic name has
reached every hamlet in the land, and
there is hardly a druggist anywhere who
cannot tell you of almost marvelous cures.
If you are tortured with rheumatism or
sciatica, you can get a bottle of Rheuma
from Geo. A. Parcher or any druggist for
not more than GO cents, with the understanding tiat if it does not completely
drive rheumatic poisons from your system
—money back.
an

\
j

|

hoofs. Score the skin In squares, rub
lard over it and season with salt and
pepper. Pill with a bread dressing as
for turkey, or make a cornmeal dressing as follows: Salt two quarts of
cornmeal as for bread and mix to a
stiff batter with boiling water; spread
In shallow pans and bake. When cool
break It up and add to It one-quarter
pound of butter, pepper to taste and a
tablespoonful of sage or thyme. Fill
the pig till plump, sew It up and place
It on Its knees In the roasting pan.
Keep plenty of water In the pan and
baste frequently, turning the pig as
you would a turkey,
A half 1'Otir liefore the pig is done
place whole red apples In the pan and
bake.
Praotioal Laundry Slips.
For a few cents you can have a salesman's manifold order book containing
carbon paper.
Use this when you
make out your laundry slip and you
will have one copy for yourself

C.
%

Mrs. 8. W. Newman baa returned from
Boaton.
Mrs. Owen Clark it visiting her daughter at Seel Harbor.
John Noyes attended tbe Y. M. C. A.
convention st Bath.

Lyle N.wnian and wile returned from
Massachusetts Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Trask of McKinley
have moved into part ol Elmer Stanley’s
house.
Mias Emma Gilley ot Southwest Harbor spent the week-end with her sister,
Mrs. Theodore Smith.
Sub,
Jan. 29.
oris.
Mrs. Walter Cuthbertson and daughter
Thelma are visiting in Ellsworth Falls,
La mot tie and Waltham.
Mr. Cuthbertson
is working in the woods at Ciitton.

Roast Young Pig.
pig about six weeks old is best for
rousting whole. Scald and scrape the
skin and clean thoroughly the inside,
the head and the feet removing the

^UmUstnuntt

It is

uoa-e.

e

man-Err.

A

contemplating

Few Norwegians Can Swim.
It Is a curious fact, says the London
Lancet, considering the geography of
the country, that the proportion of Norwegians who can swim Is small, the
number of deaths in Norway from
drowning being about 000 a year. Only
about 12 per cent of all the school children between the ages of twelve and
fifteen have learned to swim. Norwegian sailors say the extreme coldness
of the waters that lave their shores
accounts for this.

has

Harbor

of A. U. Green

a

Feb. 5.
Musical Birthright sf Children.
In the most remote Tillages In this
country, In purely Industrial communities, among the poor and among the
!
rich (both have forgotten), children
It is their natural
lOTe good songs.
Inheritance. No excess of materialism
In the generations affecta It In the
This la the primitive endowleast
ment Deep down In human character there lies a harmony of adjustment with nature. Overlay It as you
may with custom or habit sully It
with luxury, It still persists, for withThis
out It human life cannot be.
Idealistic basis of human life, which
Is never destroyed, appears fresh and
unstained In children and In song It
bubbles up as from a pure spring.—
Atlantic Monthly.

the Telephone

Press.

Gage Grindle of Northeast

moved
part
good looking walking hat. What orJ. E. Staples was called to Belfast l»st
nament It lacks la provided by the
dashing cape of the long coat In broad week by the illness of hit sister, Mrs.
Drake.
cloth, also blue.

TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBER,

listing
change
should
give
Directory,
YOU ARE NOT A TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBER,
there are only a Tew days left in which to give your order
80 that
issue
your name may appear correctly in the next
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!

Open
special

to-day,

WATSON

NORAH

66 Drayton Are., Toronto.
Nov. 10th, 1915.
A beautiful complexion is a handsome
woman’s chief glory and the envy of her
less fortunate rivals. Yet a soft, clear
skin—glowing with health—is only Mr
natural result ofpure Blood.
411 was troubled for a considerable
lime with a very unpleasant, disfiguring
flash, which covered my face and for
arhich I used applications and remedies
without relief. After using “Fruit*,
lives ’’ for one week, the rash is completely gone. I am deeply thankful for
Ibe relief and in the future, 1 will not be
1
without “Fruit-a-tives”.
NORAH WATSON.

SMART EFFECT.

|j

Safety Deposit Departments.
accounts,
Monthly
savings

2%

:s a

coat.

■

$500

Tka Um Of “FRUIT-A-TIVES”.

..

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

Check, Savings

Soft, Clear, Smooth Sirin

■

burrill national bank

“Deposits
month,

almn.it any-

j

Prevent Bilious Attacks

Regulations changed

wcs

|

even

h;cd,

COUNTY

Season.

But
ihow the Si lt £r.r i:n ieraeudi.
lliat fur must be ilyei.
t o there is no such iking us natural
seal: a u. em cl t ti'.e hairy silvery pelt
v hicb
forms a handsome niOtorcoat,
ram.liy of some few years’ sten ting.
nrmliie is the fav< rite fur and In
sets and trimmings may be worn en
For "evening there are
promenade.
!< :: ermine iIeohs.
t bin hilla, alsrf costing huge sums. :
is another fur which Is likely to he
<<■:
Uul.iv..nln
i
me!
Jev,.i a d.stnuce,
o.ui iuis it-itk...a it
and opossum is i.i u'-.r-utlijn.; the same

lifting to* do at my
work and my back got in pretty bad shape.
1 had (lull pain across my Kidneys and l
felt miserable. My kidneys did not act
regularly. I got Doan’s Kidney Pills at
G. A. Parcher’s Drug Sto e and after
using them for a week or two, rhe trouble
disappeared and I b*V“ b^e-s filin'? tine
have considerable

Relieve Your Liver

pre.M»i t sealskin

THE CHIEF CHARM
OF LOVELY WOMAN

Favor-

c

thing originally. Muskrats and raba:e mostly" uued.
These substii
have not undergone as elaborate
r...
‘i.-'guisin.j a process as the real
sv. hich is first of ail pluc! eJ. the
coarse hair being entirely removed to

case.

In the long list of splendid vessels
which in a hundred combats have
maint tined the honor of our national
flag the Uuiied States stands ht the
head.
After three years of unavoid- 1
able detention the first naval vessel
bmit by the United States under the
When your liver is out of order, ycur
stomach,
constitution was to be committed to in every way since. Doan’s ill ;ti*-y Pi Lis
suffer
with
it.
'1
l.ut
is
bowels
a
trie. s
bile and
hy
th;* waves.
The day chosen for so helped my entin system.”
attack is often serious. Ward it off wuh a i„w doses u
great an event in our history was May »
Price 50.-. .*i all dealer*. Don’, simp y
10, 1707. The hour for the launching ask for a kidney remedy—get Do in’s Kidwas set for 1 in the afternoon, and the
Smith
Pills—the
oam# that M
ney
whole city of Philadelphia, it is said,
had. Foster-Mil burn Co., Props., Buffalo
7
went down to Southwark to behold
N.
Y.
;
such a rare show.
One
estimate
the
number
a
puts
and
renew
arouse
the
activities so
pressluggish liver,
which gently
ent at the launching at 30,000 souls, a
necessary to good health. They never produce any disagreeable
number for that period.
Ang<odly
after-effects. Their prompt use is beneficial to the system, and will
other authority declares that an hour
after the launching took place the
WEST TREMONT.
streets of Philadelphia near the river
L. W. Rumill returned recently from a
front were still choked with people
trip to New York and Boston. Mrs. RamPirntUtM of Special Valua to Women are wi ll Every Box
going home.
il is visiting in Belfast.
Iki boxes, 10c., 25c.
It was feared that a strong northwest
Sold by dni||iats throughout the world.
C«pt. J. U. Stanley, formerly of Glouceswind, which for several days had kept
back the tides of the river, would make ter. Mass., and Capt. C. O. Martin of Portthe waters of the Delaware much too land spent the week-end with H. P.
shallow to permit the launching. Yet Richardson, at McKinley.
| at
Thelma.
Jan. 31.
sunrise on the morning of the 10th
!
the best points of observation began to
The improvement society will meet with
be occupied by an eager throng.
Miss Zuima Norwood Feb. 8.
By noon every hilltop and every <
I
Mrs. F. W. Loot, who has been suffera
view
on etfch
housetop commanding
week with inflammatory
side of the river and every inch of ing the past
rheumatism, is much improved,
on
the
stands
space
put up about the
Rev. and Mrs. George Davis, who have
vessel and before the houses on Swan- 1i
ston street was covered with human j been helping in revival meeetings at
beings. In the river a hundred craft Swan’s island, have returned home.
rode at anchor, gay with bunting and
to read :
Mrs. L. W. Rumill, who has been visitRules and
richly dressed dames. At 1 precisely ing her sister, Mrs. William H. McIntosh,
the blocks were knocked from under at Belfast, returned home Thursday.
her, the lashing of the cable cut and Ij Miss Beatrice Lunt left Wednesday to
made on or before the 5th
amidst the shouts of the. great multi- ; meet friends and attend the automobile
to draw inwill
tude the United States slid gracefully show and food fair in Bangor, Feb. 6 to 10.
of any
down her ways.
! Mr. and Mrs. Henry Goodwin have the
terest from the first of such month.”
The builder of this first naval ves- !
of their friends in the loss of
Bel of the United States was Joshua sympathy
one of their twin boys, born Thursday,
Humphreys. The launching was wit- Feb. 2.
nessed by the president of the United
Capt. Charles P. Lun met with quite
States and the heads of the depart- !
and
week.
While boistmg
an accident las
ments, who were stationed In the
on check
broke and
credited
We pay
United States brig Sophie.
Commo- fifty pounds of beef, the rope
: the beef fell on his foot, crashing it badly.
dore
was
in
of
command
the
Barry
accounts.
and over. Liberal interest on
Thelma.
vessel.
| Feb. 5.
Credit and Investment information and advice free
The figurehead on the vessel was
HAKBOK.
SOUTHWEST
carved by William Rush and repreto customers.
Mrs. Eliza Bobbins, who has been serisented the genius of America wearing 1
a crest adorned with a constellation.
ously ill several weeks, is improving, but
Her hair escaped In loose, wavy tres- still unable to go out.
ROOM.
REST
LADIES’
ses and rested upon her breast.
A
Rev. James Alva arrived Saturday acportrait of Washington was suspended companied by his wife. He was ‘tut by
COUPON AND WRITING ROOMS.
from her neck, and her waist was Supt. Palladino to fill the vacant pulpit at
bound with a civic band.
the Methodist church.
In the right hand the figure held a !
Sunday evening at the C. E. meeting at
an account
—this is the Service we offer you.
spear and belts of wampum—the em- the Congregational church a number of
blems of war and peace. In her left the
information.
boys who attended the conference in
or write or call for any
hand was suspended the constitution Bath with
Secretary Saxton reported
of the Union. Above was a tablet on
special features, Jay Whitmore speaking
which rested three books, to represent at some length and in a very interesting
the three branches of government, and
way. Principal Foster was leader.
DEPOSITOR
BY
A
the scales of Justice. On the base of
NOT A DOLLAR HAS EVER BEEN LOST
At the annual meeting of the Southwest
the tablet were carved the eagle and
BANK IN MAINE.
national escutcheon end the attributes Harbor library association the same board
IN ANY
of commerce, agriculture, the arts and of officerw was re-elected and Mr. Foster
added to the board of triiHtees.. S>nce the
sciences.
was made entirely free, a year ago,
Scarcely was the frignte in the water library
than the Journals of the country nfl» much interest has been manifested, though
still careless readers who earn
were in favor of the French republic there are
overtime. A
and took exception to the class rule of fines through keeping books
has lately been rethe country, as they designated it, be- valuable lot of books
ceived from the State library, a free gift
gan to scoff and to Jeer. “What would
was voted to call in
the executive do with his navy of one to free libraries. It
all the books for repairing and rearrangforty-four gun ship? Send her to hunt
the next two weeks. Fifty or
up the Africa and demand satisfaction ing during
new books will be catalogued for
for the insults heaped upon the town more
of Newport and the French Minister circulation.
Spray.
Feb. 5.
Fauchet? Send her to avenge the flogging given by an Englishman to the
CASTINE.
captain of an American ship? Would
NORMAL SCHOOL NOTES.
he use her to stop the Impressment of
our seamen and the plunder of our
Arthur 8. Roche of Cestine, the tutbor,
merchantmen? Or would be use her bu offered ■ prize of f2S in gold for the
beet ebort atory written by a member of
against the French?"
These radical Republicans noted that the graduating clan of 1917 of the normal
Talleyrand him self had been beard to echool. The atory muat not exceed 2000
say that France had nothing to fear words in length, and not more than two
from a nation of debater* that had 'stories are to be submitted by any one
been trying for three years to build member of the clan. This is to he known
threo frigate*.
as the Ethel K. Roche prize. The dan
The United States was one of the numbers about ninety.
first Teasels to do service In the War
of 1812, with that brilliant sea captain,
Moan's Liniment gases Fain.
fitspben Decatur, In charge, and the
of
thought
Liniment is first
Sloan’s
most remarkable of the engagements
mothers for bumps, braises sad sprains that
In which she fought was with the are continually happening to child rep. It
penetrates and soothes without rubMacedonian. Of all the battles between quickly
bin n Cleaner and more eSectWe than mossy
American and British ships there was plasters or ointments, For rheumatic aches,
neuralgia pain and that erlppy soreness after
none so often discussed and so well
colds. Sloan's Unlment glses prompt relief.
IF
are remembered up to our civil war as this Hare a bottle handy for braises, strains,
and
ARE A
For the thousea fight, for the reason that the vic- sprains and all external pain.
whose work cells them outdoors, the
in tory wan well won for the Americans, sands
affect
and aches following exposure are rewill
that
pains
your
any
At all Drugand the Macedonian was brought Into llesed by Sloan's Liniment.
your order at once port, and for many years she carried gists’, 35c.
you
IF
the stars aud stripes.—Philadelphia

Paragraph 2,
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R. D. Warren, while in tbe woods on
recently, heard the pitiful cry
of a bird in distress.
She hurried on and
found a fox tearing to pieces a helpless
snowsboes

partridge.

She

was

bird's life, but in

too late to

time to

sharp teeth of Reddy Fox,
couple of shots into his head.

the
a

Jan.

90.

save

recover

the

it from

alter

tiring

Davis.

SOUND.
Miss Elizabeth Pollack of Tioga,
visiting Mrs. Cbailee Tracy.

Pa.,

is

Mrs. Georgia Wiggin spent the weekwith Mrs. Clara Murphy.

end

Mrs. Merrill Taylor ol Seal
spent Saturday night au.t Su.iday
with their aunt, Mrs. Howurd llavey.
Feb. 2.
B.
Mr.

and

Harbor

|>

Worms Make children Fretful.
It your child cries out in sleep is nervous,
puny and listless, he may be a vitt.ni of
worms.
Begin treatment at once win. Kickapoo Worm Killer. This candy laxat ve in
tablet form kills the worm and remotes it
quickly and eaelly. Don't
permit your
child’s development to be retarded oy tbe
continued draining or bis vttalt'v bv / n
Get K ckapoo Worm Killer at y,u:
,.ggists’, J5c.
■

...

wholesome. restful womaa whs
smiled through a married Ufa overshadowed by a ne’er do well husband
and was smiling still.
Every one liked the placid, comfortable. cheerful Lizzie.
Every one liked
the big hearted, generous, Jovial Ensign. As a result every one was cheerfully contributing to the misery of
both.
After the last vehicle had passed he
arose and went about his solitary din"It'll come worse than pullin'
ner.
Wilson
eye teeth," he said aloud. "But
can manage it if anybody can.”
Wilson Beebe, a young Scranton lawyer, was Ensign’s idol and confidant.
He frequently ran "up country” for a
day and usually found his uncle hanging over the picket fence in front of
the house waving hl3 hat in hilarious
welcome. But the following morning
when ho arrived he was surprised to
find the fence deserted, the door closed
and the blinds shut. He traveled tha
length of the house before discovering
the disconsolate householder sitting la
a round shouldered heap on a broken
chair which decorated the back porch.
"Hello, here!” cried Wilson In a ringing, hearty voice. “What are you up
to back here, I should like to know?”
“Wilson.” said Ensign, partially unfolding as he gripped the other’s haad,
"I ain’t enjoyin’ myself.”
Wilson dropped on the edge of tha
porch and leaned against a post “Why
not?" he asked breezily. “Sick?”

plump,
iml

QUEST FOR A
HOUSEKEEPER
Middle Aged Lover*

Brought Together
In Strange Way
By ALICE LOUISE LEE
Copyright by Alice Louise Lee.
Ensign Beebe turned to Hymn 100,
fathered himself together and arose.
It was a process worthy of note, a
gradual unfolding, as It were, of bone
and muscle Joint by Joint until the result stood six feet four, his substantial
feet flrmly planted on the floor of the
Sunday school room, his bare crown
brushing the cobwebs from the ceiling.
Ills heavy bass voice rumbled against
the windows, an unintelligible roar taking the place of any word which he
failed to see distinctly.
He towered above two rows of very
little boys whose childish treble was
lost In their teacher's bass. They faced
two rows of very little girls whose presiding genius sang In a small musical
soprano, while one hand made hurried
excursions to her bonnet to assure herself of Its angle, to the back of her
waist to push down her belt, to her
throat to ascertain the relations existing between her collar and tie.
All these movements were largely reflected in the eyes of Ensign Beebe as

“No,” returned Ensign solemnly—'“ao,
sick In my bones, only In my feel-

not

In’s!”
Wilson whistled. He was not accustomed to seeing his favorite relative In
this despondent condition.
“What under the canopy is up?” ha
demanded.

"Everybody Is”—Ensign’*

he sang lustily, muddling consonants
In an unguarded moment he allowed
his gaze to wander in the direction of
the little girls. The next Instant he
rolled his eyes about apprehensively to
The gigsee if he had been observed.
gles from a class of six teen-year-old
girls left him in no doubt.
When the school was dismissed Ensign, writhing to the depths of his sensitive soul, hastily dodged the hanging
lamps and strode out Into the churchyard. Here he was promptly waylaid
by a brother whose zeal outran his discretion and whose wit fell short of

“Hello, Ensign! It can’t be that
you're havin’ very promisin' weather
up your way these days or else you and

*HB KB ABOUND BIB APPRECIATED
AI*L HAVE 1IIB T:CTIB.

IT,

his front door, closed the blinds, opened the slats and sat behind them In a
state of gloom without and within.
Mrs. lizzie soon arrived at the house
opposite and disappeared into the barn
with her horse.
Ensign ducked his
bead in shame at the sight.
Ue hpd
taken care of her horse ever since her
husband's death, but only the day before in the blacksmith's shop he had
been rallied on his gallantry. “Ah, Ensign, I see you've taken possession of
t’oth tr barn already soon," accused the
blacksmith, of Pennsylvania Dutch origin. "rnd the remark was rankling yet
in Ensign Beebe's bosom.
Tbj Browns rolled along, one horse
half a length behind the other. Their
big wagon was full of smiling faces
turned toward the closed slats. Every
smile touched a weak spot in Ensign’s
armor. “Maltin’ a lot of fool comments
on her and me, I suppose," be mutter
ed and then felt the blood surge over
his face.
Mrs. Grey came out on her porch
and sat down comfortably. She was a

was

Grey.”

both.

Lizzie would be cornin' to church in a
double rig.”
It was a speech he had rehearsed to
himself carefully for an hour, and the
men around him loudly appreciated it,
all save his victim. He gave one wild
glance In the direction of Mrs. Lizzie,
who. with skirts carefully raised, was
approaching her carriage, and then
stammering. “It—it—the weather is”—
drove hastily away, followed by good
natured roars.
A mile from the church he drew rein
In front of a bam which had its counterpart across the road. Hastily stalling his horse, he entered the house a
few rods beyond. The house also had
Its counterpart across the road.
Clouds of dust down the turnpike announced the more leisurely home going
of his brother churchmen. Usually on
a line day Ensign was wont to sit out
on his porch within a stone's throw of
the other porch and exchange greetings
with the passersby, but today he shut

tone

rueful—“that's the trouble. Everybody
to up right early attendin’ to my affairs.”
A gleam of understanding shot into
“It'a Mr*. Grey,” he
Wilson’s eyes.
■aid simply.
“Yes, It’s Lizzie
Rnulgn nodded.

badly.

|
I

j
j
I

I

He extended his feet to the edge of
the porch and clasped bis hands orer
his vest, announcing darkly: “Wilson,
there's goln' to be a big change here
shortly—a big change. There's got to
I'll leave It to you that there's
be.
things a man can't stand forever."
“For instance?" prompted Wilson.
“Well, there's church. I’ve got to
give It up.”
“You give up church?" cried the other In genuine surprise.
"Why, uncle,
you'd be a fish out of water Sundays!"
I've stood churcbgoln'
“Yes. sir-ee.
now as long as I can.
I'll leave It to
you. I set right back of her. If I look
at her the Idiots up in the choir giggle
and say I can't keep my eyes off her.
If I don't look at her they say I daren't.
And either way I—well, you know how
my face gets. Wilson, and me fifty
years old."
Wilson nodded and refrained from

smiling.
“In Sunday school It's Just as bad.
Our classes are close together and facin' each other, with a parcel of pesky,
gigglin' girls one side of us."
There was a pause and a long sigh.
Still Wilson faced his uncle soberly.
“And back here home It's just the
with her across the road and
some neighbor or other at every door
and window around us, watchln’ to
see what I'm up to.
If I set out In
i front they tell me I better not wear
out my own porch so long as there’s
another waitin' for me. If I set back
here some one who hasn’t got enough
business of his own to attend to Btarts
the story that she’s give me the mitten.”
When he spoke again his tones were
unmistakably stubborn. “I've made up
my mind. Wilson, to be quit of this
I’ll show folks that I'm not
foolin’.
gee-ed and hawed around as easy as
they think for. I'll give ’em somethin’
to talk about all their lives, I'll be
blamed if I don't!"
When his uncle first unfolded his
plan Wilson was amused. Later he became alarmed.
He argued and remonstrated In rain. “I’ll be quit of tbelr
foolin’, I win,” was all the reply he received, and when the stage bore him
away In the afternoon he was pledged
to aid and abet his unhappy relative.
So quickly did he fulfill his pledge
that the week was not yet ended wlfen
Ensign received a Scranton daily with
an advertisement heavily marked In
blue pencil. On the margin was scribbled, “Have made Inquiries and hear
she Is an estimable woman.”
The advettisement read:
Wanted.—A position as housekeeper or
companion, by a competent woman with
good references. Address 201 Irving street.
Scranton, Pa
same

J

Ensign studied the little paragraph as
he sat at the little table, his feet braced
against the wall beyond. “Housekeeper or companion,” he mused aloud and
planted his forefinger on the latter
word. It had but one meaning for him.
Presently he uncovered the term and
looked at It thoughtfully. His face did
uot express unalloyed Joy.
He arose
and gazed mournfully through the
closed blinds at the house opposite.
Mrs. Lizzie was on her way to the
barn, milk pall In hand.
Such a sudden hatred of that other
“estimable woman” arose In Ensign's
breast that he precipitately gathered
together pen, paper and Ink before Mrs.
Lizzie’s pleasant face should entirely
obscure the advertisement. It was pure
obstinacy which drove his pen as he
composed a letter addressed to 201 Irving street:
To Miss or Mrs. -:
Dear Madam—I notlcs an ad. in the
Scranton Press of soma one there who
would keep house or become a companion.
I take the liberty at this time to make
brown my wants. I have a house all furnished that I would ba glad to get a woman to keep and would taka euch a one for
a companion If It was agreeable to both.
I will be there tomorrow evening to see
If H would be.

When he arose the following morning

kite mood was no darker than the aky.
He ate breakfast gloomily* furled his
groat cotton umbrella ami boarded the
Even his ob^tina y was endang*age.
gered as he looked * ack and saw Mrs.
Lizzie, her sleeves r Ur J above her
round elbows, staiulin ; iu tLe midst of

COST OF BAD

ROADS.

There I* no need of dlsrns'dng
the imi ortan e of good roads.
They are essentia! to comfortable travel, to the economic production and distribution of farm
prodm is. to the development especially of satisfactory rural
Hchoo s and to the improvement
of the social ilfe of the nation.
Cad roads are very expensive
possessions. It is estimated that
It costs 2ft cents under existing
conditions to ban! a ton a mile
on the average country road and
only 13 cents on a properly improved road. But this Is not all
The direct cost Is
the story.
very great, and the Indirect costa
are possibly even greater.
With
bad roads the farmer is compelled to haul when he should
be engaged In other activities,
while with good roads be can
plan his operations without reference
to
the weather.
The
states and the local units, as has
been Intimated, hare strikingly
recognised these truths by greatly Increasing their appropriations
and by devising better machinery.—Secretary D. F. Honstoa in
American Review of Reviews.

her chickens scatterin : grain.
As the train bore him fan her and farther from the carping tongues of his
neighbors Mrs. Lizzie loomed larger
and larger in his mind's eve until it
was with a
feeling of positive homesickness that he stn.Cc through the station at Scranton and out on La kawanna avenue.
He had intended to go directly to Wilson’s office, but be found
that his heart was too heavy to be mov-

STORY OF ROBBER.
The Romance of This Now
Prized Material.

Highly

WAS OF LITTLE USE AT FIRST.
Not Until the Vulcanizing Procaaa Waa
Invantad Did Ita Vast Poaaibiiitiea
Become
«irent—How the Amaaon

Monopoly

Waa

Broken.

The average man believes that robber Is robber, Just as stiver Is silver
and Ivory Is Ivory; but. as a matter of
fact, the different kinds of robber run
into the hundreds. If you were to take
np one of the commercial dallies which
demote their columns to the news of the
different industries you wonld find
prices quoted on thirty or forty differSome are called
ent sorts of robber.

COUNTY

NEWS

BROOK LIN.
Mr*. E. H. Bridge* i* visiting Mrs.
Guy
Means *r Sedgwick.
Wsrdweli
is
Ssrooel
boms from Uniting, N. J., where be bas been employed

by

the ice

company.
Mr. Abbott *nd family, who have
spent
several montba at E. K. Tapley’s farm
bave returned to tbeir home.

Mrs. E. H. Phillips is visiting Mrs.
William Herrick. The wrist which shs
broke several weeks ago is improving.
Center Harbor Rebekah lodge held a
special meeting Wednesday evening. Two
candidates were initiated.
visitors from Bluebill lodge.
were served.

There

vers

Refreshments

Eugene Kan* returned from Boston
While there he visited his
Thursday.
daughter Ruth, who is spending the winter with Mrs. Agnes McFarland
Morgrtg*
in Mansfield, Maas.

Miss Laura Hamilton, who has been
with her mother, Mrs. Sydney Hamilton,
after their geographical location, some who bad a shock
recently, returned to
take their name from the method of Rockland Monday.
Miss Hamilton has
names
dehave
and
ethers
preparation,
charge of the wards In Dr. Wood’s hosform.
of
their
scriptive
pital in that city.
Originally all robber came from the
Blon Cousins want to Rockland Monday
waa
When
It
Amatos.
of
the
valley
to enter the Knox county hospital for
first discovered no one knows. At any
treatment. Mr. Couain* broke his arm last
rate, when the first white men, followfall, sines which Urn* he has had trouble
South
visited
after
Columbus,
ing along
with his band. He was accompanied by
Indians
found
the
America they
play- Mrs. Cousins and her
mother.
from
exuda
the
ing with balls made
Feb. C.
Unn Fhmms.
tlon of the bark of a certain tree,
and these balls differed from any the
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TRACKS FOR HIGHWAYS.
Europeans had ever seen, for they
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Goodwin of Seal
bounded and rebounded and wars full
Th Little af fiurfaea In Um, Says Naw
Harbor war* recent visitors in town.
of life. But that was not the only use
Yark'e Sacratary af 8tata.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Whitmore of Bar
the Indians rmt this milk of the tree to.
Thera is an Interesting parallel in
They smeared It on their blankets to Harbor wars noant guests of relatives here.
regard to road construction in this make them waterproof.
The photoplay aerial, “A Lass of the
country in the history of railways,
Still, 200 years and more went by, Lumberlands,” will begin at the Pastime
Francis
M.
of
says
Hugo, secretary
and, while many wise men believed Feb. 12.
state of New York. When at first lo
this elastic, cohesive, impermeable subRalph Hamor was takan to tha Bar Harcomotives and coaches were small light stance
ought to be full of usefulness. bor hospital Sunday. HU friends
hope h*
iron rails lasted for quite a time, being
nobody found any way to nse It to any will soon reoover.
But advantage—It waa ao brittle In cold
H TMAT TOD, Mmicmr QDATXm*D A considered sufficiently strong.
A large delegation from tbe junior C. E.
when the demands of traffic neceeel
TLRKD VOICS.
weather and so disposed to get soft In
tated the use of heavier rolling stock hot weather. But In the fnllnesa of •octet; attended tbe local onion at Bar
ed that far. It was beginning to rain,
and locomotives steel rails began to be time a Connecticut Yankee started to Harbor Saturday, and won tbe junior
and the unhappy traveler, after wanused until they have now entirely su- puzzle It out. It took him the batter banner for tbe ensuing four months.
dering aimlessly up the avenue a few perseded the old iron rails of some fifThe tblrd annual Hayseeders’ ball was
part of ten years, but he did it, and In
blocks, sought shelter in a restaurant.
ty years ago.
Gradually also steel 1839 gave the world bis vulcanization held in tbe Neighborhood bouae Friday
He ordered more dinner than he could
rails have become heavier and heavier process, which Is In use today.
evening. It waa tbe big event of tbs
eat, paid his bill and sat on. heedless of In
season.
Weecott’a orchestra played.
to that time rubber was so cheap
sections, until at present on some
Up
the exasperation of the waiters. The
of the best railway systems sections that ships from South America someRev. C. D. Crane of Sayleaville, R. ).,
afternoon passed.
weighing over 100 pounds to the yard times used It as ballast, taking their preached in Union churcb last Sunday
After supper he seized his umbrella
are used, and It is admitted that these
chances of selling it for what they morning. In tbe evening, Mr. Crane conheroically, turned up bis trousers one are none too heavy for the fast and could get In some American port ducted an
intereating eervioe in the Pasfold and splashed out Into the rain and
With the discovery of the vulcanizing time theatre.
heavy traffic which they have to bear.
approaching darkness. As he plodded
Feb. 5.
1917.
Tursulng this parallel. It may be process rubber took on a new hue and
down the avenue he summed up his aft- asked
whether. In consequence of the a new value, and the tropics were
MCKINLEY.
ernoon’s meditations in one half heartchanged character of road traffic, searched for It everywhere. It was
ed sentence. "I wrote, though, if 'twas more and more mechanical and
Mise Lida Th lira ton baa employment in
greater found In the vines of Africa, and gutta
to
l>oth.”
agreeable
percba. a sort of first cousin to rubber, Portland as atenographer.
In volume, there should not be a radOn toward Irving street he walked ical revision of the
waa found In Borneo, and some years
Messrs. Qreenlaw A Gordius have dissystem, so that at
slowly, watching the moving feet of his least on main roads the most perma
ago a large volume of rubber was
solved partnership and closed the store.
fellow pedestrians, all that was visible nent form of surface be
adopted. Cer- found In the guayule shrubs of MexMr. and Mrs. Robert Trask have moved
l>eneath his overhanging umbrella.
ico.
tainly something stronger and more
to Manaet, when Mr. Trask has employAs rubber grew In value the chemPresently he found himself following a durable than ordinary road metal is
ment.
black skirt whose damp hem slapped needed to bear the extra strain.
ists fell to work and devised ways of
Many
Mrs. Emery of Bar Harbor, who has been
dejectedly against reluctant heels. He people are familiar with the limited recovering It from old shoes and hose
nursing Miss Kathleen Gott, has finished
other
and
articles
Into
which
enIt
drew nearer. A black gloved hand ap- use of
plateways. which are still to be
and ia visiting Misa Anne Gott bepeared holding a heavy bag. Ensign's found over certain bridges and In other tered. and thus "reclaimed rubber" there,
fore returning home.
soon came to equal the new rubber 111
heart suddenly pounded In his throat places where
heavy material Is to be
The work of pocking fish at tbe cold
volume, and all these varieties found
He raised his umbrella in trepidation | moved on tracks and where rails with
some
legitimate use. Gutta percha storage plant is nearly completed. Tbe
of
Lizzie.
Mrs.
and beheld the figure
Ranged wheels are not convenient
mnkes uuapproai hable Insulation for fish have been shipped to New York, BosOne long stride placed him beside her But the
public is not bo well aware of ocean cables.
Batata, which cornea ton, Bangor and other cities.
with Irving street forgotten.
the fact that on an eighteen foot roadP. M.
Feb. 6.
from the Gulanas, Is famous for belt“I.izzie <}rey!” he exclaimed, with a the average width of the main roads—
ing. and even “reclaimed rubber,"
joyful ring in his tone.
a
of
is
small
width
this
only
part
SEAWALL.
taken from Junk heaps, serves perfect“Is that you. Ensign?" quavered a
actually used by most of the vehicles ly well for flooring nnd mats and other
Mrs. Hubert Farneworth returned to
tired voice.
which pass over it.
In the case of
her home in Ellsworth Thursday.
The little umbrella was closed, the horse drawn vehicles with narrow Iron articles where resiliency Is not needed.
For many years the best rubber was
Mrs. Warren Haynes of Trenton is
baggage changed hands, and Lizzie, tires perhaps as little as two feet have
that which came from the banks of the with her sister, Mrs. Dudley Dolliver.
giving a sigh deep with content, tucked to bear the strain of the road, although
Amazon. The people of that country
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Dolliver are reher lingers beneath his arm. Xo one In the case of motorcars the wear of
enjoyed a practical monopoly and de- ceiving congratulations on tbe birtb of a
noticed them, no one smiled at them, the pneumatic tire la wider.
to
termined
keep It. Not a rubber seed •on.
and Ensign arose to his full height
The surprising fact is, therefore, de
would they let pet out of the country,
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Newman are home
mentally and physically.
veloped that a very small per cent of under heavy penalties. But from time
“I’m all tuckered out." sighed Mrs. the width of the road is used at one
from Egg Rock light station, where they
Immemorial the fear of punishment
Lizzie, with tears In her voice. She; time by a vehicle. Yet when the road
visited their daughter.
has given why before the lure of shindrew unconsciously nearer Ensign and has to be repaired or renewed the
Dr. Higgins of Bar Harbor operated on
and In 1876. by means of gening
gold,
pushed her hand farther under bis arm. whole width has to be dealt with, for erous
It
here and there, a ven- the toot of Edgar Newman last week.
presents
“It’s a rainy day to get around in," mere patching in most cases cannot bo
turesome Englishman sailed out of the is hoped tbe foot may be saved.
he. responded brilliantly. His manner regarded as the most practical method
Feb. 5.
T. E. D.
Amazon with 70,000 rubber seeds, and
contained all the rays of the bidden of maintenance. Consequently one is
that was the start of the great rubber
DEDHAM.
sun. for bis thoughts were taking a driven to the conclusion that prepared
plantations of Ceylon and the Malay
tracks would save an immense amount
daring but happy flight.
Frederick Sylvester ot Auburn visited
peninsula.
of repair and wear. These tracks could
“I guess it is," returned Mrs. Lizzie.
here last week.
The beginning was slow.
It was
“How far do you go?" Ensign asked, be made of special material, continMr. and Mrs. George Fond ot Holden
twenty-nine
years after these seeds left
and her reply brought him down from uous nnd smooth in character, and sufthe Amazon before the first plantation were recent gnests ot Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
his Joyful height.
ficiently wide. They would bear near- rubber was
ready for the market, and Cowing.
“Oh, it’s only a little ways—Just to ly ail the traffic and would lengthen then the total was
Miss Agnes McLaughlin of Lewiston is
only 148 tons. That
Irving street. M.v niece telegraphed the life of the road ten times its pres- was In 1905. But since
theitlthe pro- visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
looking to the future
me this afternoon that a—a—some one ent' period.
duction of plantation rubber’has grown MoLangblin.
wants to see me tonight, so I had to when the roads will have to bear heavier and more continuous traffic the enormously, until now It ismbout 100,Mrs. Marcia Blood went to Brewer Fricome off in a hurry.”
000 tons.
day to spend-some weeks with her sister,
“Why, I am going to Irving street substitution of some kind of plate for
Various
ran be used for varlrubbers
Mrs. J, E. Turner.
myself," Ensign falter and then add- trackway is bound to come because ous purposes. For some
purposes a
B.
the present expensive method of pre
Feb. S.
ed In a Jerky tone, “201.”
lifeless
rubber
will
answer well enough,
There was a quick movement under paring great width of roads, of which
for
while
other
the
rubpurposes
EAST
OBLAND.
only
his arm. “Why, there's where I’m go- a small portion only Is used, will soon
ber that will adequately serve is the
too costly a burden to be borne.
George Whittaker is visiting iu Franking! My niece lives there!” cried Mrs. become
one that has life and resilency and
lin.
Lizzie.
There are numberless rubtoughness.
Road of Portable Sections.
Leila Grindle has returned to Bucksport
An idea occurred simultaneously to
ber articles of commerce where resiliConfronted by the task of building a
after a week with her aunt, Alice Gibbs.
both, and they stopped short.
Mrs.
and
wear combined are necessary
ency
Lizzie's shoes lingered in a muddy highway over a desert of constantly
Mrs. Frank Cotton spent Wednesday
and where cheaper grades or too large
pool, while Ensign's broad back barred shifting sands, which in a few years a proportion of "reclaimed rubber” Is and Thursday with her brother, George
the path of a man racing home to din- might cover and render useless a roadthe poorest sort of economy.—Hartford Snow.
ner.
The man recoiled, damaged In bed of macadam or concrete, the CaliHelen Pickering is finishing out the
Times.
fornia highway commission has introspeech and feelings, but Ensign was
school for Alias White, who had to leave
duced a type of paving which is porta
unconscious of the impact.
on aocioont of illness in the family.
Suspicious.
ble, so that It can be easily moved to
"Then it’s your advertisement?" EnM.
Feb.fi.
"There’s a man outside who wants
conform to the changing topography
sign cried, with such a ring of relief in
to eee you,” announced the offlce
•f the country. The Popular Mechanics
boy.
BOUND.
his tone that Mrs. Lizzie moved hastiMagazine describes the paving, which "He says he’s an old friend of yours."
Miss Cora Bichard son spent Wednesday
ly on. although her own voice sounded is made of
“Find out whether he wants to borplank, built in sections
and Tnursday witb Mrs. Clara Mnrphy.
brighter as she returned:
row money or sell life insurance," ditwelve feet long and eight feet wide,
“And you answered it?”
Julian E. Tracy of %onnd and Miss
rected his employer. “In either case
and hauled by wagons to the points
Elisabeth Pollack to! Tioga, (Pa., were
Ensign wabbled his umbrella Joyful- where it is needed. This unusual thor- I’m not In."—New York World.
married
Thursday^ evening, Feb. 4, by
ly Into the eye of a passing policeman.
nsv. Charles F. Lee ot Northeast Harbor.
oughfare extends six miles across a
“If I'd only known you was back of It
Their
friends
wish t hem happiness.
The New Age.
portion of the desert lying between
I'd not felt like as if I was attendin'
The London Office Girl—Could I have
Yuma. Arlz., and Holtvllle, Cal. The
Walls is visiting his sister, Mrs.
Engsne
my own funeral day, I can tell you!”
plank sections are built on 4 by e inch nest Monday, sir, for my sister's wed- Harry Bordeaux.
Mrs. Lizzie increased her speed.
ding? Her Employer—Why, you had a
B.
stringers. The units were bound to
Feb. 6.
"Folks' tongues wns that upsetting,”
gether by iron strips placed over rows couple of days off for a sister’s wedshe began confusedly, "that I thought of
EAST
on
side
FKANKUN.
one
either
and
last
one
month. The Offlce Girt—Tea,
spikes,
ding
if I could get a place as housekeeper along the center of the road. Round
sir: we d<> get off quickly In our famJudge Blaiadell of Newport spent the
or companion to some nice lady”—
heated bolts running through the
Lom.ou
ily.—
Sketch.
Week-end witb his patents here.
“Nice lady!" exploded Ensign. “Com- planks and the stringers were used to
G. W. Madison is slowly recovering
panion to a nice lady!"
bold the strips down. The latter. In
The Universal Gratitude.
; from an attack of grip.
His tone of blank amazement en- addition to Joining the nnlts together
“How thankful ! am that I have •
Mias Mildred Wallace, who has bteu in
lightened Lizzie. “Ensign Beebe,” she keep the spikes from working out
home.”
several weeks, is home.
Bangor
began indignantly, “you surely didn't
“Ah, yes, to shelter your dear ones.”
B.
Feb. 6.
think”—
"No: to mortgage for an automobile.”
Good Werk In Texas.
Ensign Interrupted in a voice sud—Baltimore American.
It is conservatively estimated that
NORTH LAMOINE.
“I’m tkinkin' hard
denly resolute.
$10,000,000 was spent in good road
Mrs. Julia Batnick was called home to
enough now, Lizzie, that bein’ a com- work In Texas in 1915. The amount
The power of concentration is one of
last weak by the illness of her
panion to a nice Indy ain't the situa- will go far beyond that during 1910. the most valuable qf intellectual attain- BajsUe
mother, Mrs, Marks.
tion I want you to take.”
ments.
It Is estimated.
V.
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